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TO ARBITRATION
QUESTION IS LEFT

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. SEPTEM
BER 8. 1906.
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Chi:Kentucky CAIRO IS LOSING
BOTH Pie se ES 5-10t.

TONIGHT
Rimer Walters' great revival of Kate Claxton's
powerful drama

THE TWO
ORPHANS
A Play Thal Will Lite Forever.

RIVER
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TO THE HOOSIERS
leiter Stages,
Casio)
17 5 0.3 fall
10.4 1.3 rise
Second Game of the-Series Chattanooga
Cincinnati
12.7 0.1 lege
Won by Vincennes.
Evansiville
10.8 0.3 rise
Florence
5.4 0.1 . rise
Jefbnermiville
8.6 0.9 fall
Paducah Is .tgaist Iblested by 4.,l- lett. Ostrntel
2.2 .0.4_
Louisville
loon hy *We 54 ore rer Letter's
5.3 0.3 fell
Nashville-Mist:dug.
Commie.
•
Pittsburg
6.3 0.1 rise
Davis Island Dam-- Z.Z &5 -fall
St. Louis
9.0 0.1 fall
ele lee %RE Nie.CT 1'0 I-101'TM!
Mt. Vernon
14.1.1 013 rise
Paducah
10.6;0.4 fall

The
Bitter
Human
Wail

When Women Suffer
It Is a sign of dangerous weakness and disease. Pam is alway unnatu
s
ral,
and if you are a victim of headache, backache, sideache, pain
in arms,
shoulders, legs,. pelvis, or suffer from cramps, falling feelin
gs, grinding
pains, restlessness, the blues, etc., it is a sign that you need
the gentle
assistance which cart be obtained by taking •
'

WE
OF

CARD I

Woman's
Relief

The stage of the river here Is 141.6,
tire gauge regiotering a fall in the last
"My back ached every month" writes Mrs. Francis J. Ashburn of Clarkrange.
21 hours a/ .1. flue:nem at the
Tenn
"till I could scarcely stand on my feet. I had pain low down and headachewharf thli week has held up well.
not a day
without it---arid awful pa:n in my right and left sides. I could hardly
Capt. Rebert Hunter left at 2
he down, and could
not sleep nights. Decters tried, but failed to give me permanent relief.
o'clock thi: moruing with the Bob
I began to take
Cardui,
WRIT
which
soca
FREE
benefit
E
US
LY
ed rue, and now I feel like a flew person." Cardui is
Dudley for Noshville. The Dudley
a 7 '.r.
vegetable remedy. for all female diseases. It acts.gently and specicic
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling ati your
will resume the upper Cumberland
alty upon 1!
troubles and stating your age. We win send you
wcillanly organs, and by strengthening and fitting than to- do their natural
work, it has reriver
trade.
ipt.
Armstrong
MIX ADVICE, in plain sealed emeiepe, and a alstored to h•-_Th
cf Jiopeies inval,d.5., Try it.
broughe tie Henry ilaeley to the
ualtie book an 'Hums Troatmsot for vi omen."
Address: Ladies' Advisee Department, The
city yeete -day afternoon from
the
Chattanooga Mediene Co., Chatunotea, Tenn.
Cumberland river and will superintend the repairs on it to be made at
the waye. The Harley will run an
Today's Schedule.
cxe trsien Sun-Jay to Cairo for neRIGHTEOUS.USURPATHIN.
Paducah at Mattoon.
gro,?s.
Danville at Jacksonville.
The Scotia w:ii he let into the
Cairo at Vincennes.
river next week probahly NVednestbey. Mr. IR,oine-velt's Interference .troti+ctl
Congress to .1Acthlty.
A new hull has been built on the
Mattoon, Ill., Sept. N.- The In- Scotia and the boat (-hanged from
dian. lost in the twelfth inning side to stern wheel. The Royal
Independent critics of the .
will
adnijastrAtton agree that in the fir
throtigh a base on halls, error and be taken out after the Seoltit.
is , 8iisession of the Filo-II:nth con
hit. The game was well played to a tithed. The Henrietta will
require
more general laws of a far-r
well tilled grand-stand. The last ten deys or two weeks more
hang
to be recharacter were enacted than in anY
gums% of the season are drawing
paired.
1:ttle.
The (lute City, which will entor other session of recetx years. Fairer
The score:
R H E the leiducah-Dyensburg trade, has judges. regard this I. glaiditive work as
Padur ah
3 5 3 not been irs-moted, but probably will the best, from theokr.rodPOlot of the
RE you Planning for a
whole peoele of the republic, that
Mattoon
4 5 5 be neat week.'
Bridge or Whist Party
Batteries-- Brahic and Taylor;
The Lydia. left for the Tennessee has been done ;1:1 the last quarter of
Dowell and Johnson.
or do you need a new
a et uttt r)
Add. In this accempleebriver th.t, morn;rig after lies.
peck for the soiial family esening
The Un.ted States towboat Neptune meet. !net*, eaustic critics 111141 one
Bettites Lose a Game.
paese.1 till rout the Misehoeippl,river mice deetare-, with one as-cord, that
IIso, why
it yaw own home
Jackeduvilie Ill., Sept. It -The tret night nee the
eiTajr-lii-Eviativille. the •dyrring power was unquestionsot take home a package of
heals lost yesterday in a well-played
The Kentucky is at the wharf to- ably,'the president's. As tersely ex•
genie.
day teeeiv!ng freight sited will leave mewed by a • pecivrasore southern
Danville
2 6 2 tl,iosltversii.r at 6 o'clock for the Tea- Iteinocrat:
Jarloionville
Roosevelt has galvanized congress
1 le 1 nessee rive'.
Batteries- Christman and
into actioe."
alanseesessss
Ott;
The Ruttorff will arrive
dndaeI. 1
Fox and Belt.I
and supply your needs at Mee cost.
This ninths that the president Is
niseht from Nashville and Ile ver tinusurper. But his Interference in
We carry a Id line. of Counters.
et Monday noon when
eaves for
Hoteliers Still Going.
legiskative matters is-by and with the
Chips, Score Blanks, Bridge Score
Vincenne4. Ind., Sept. Fe-- The
Capt. Weliam Evients, mate on the advice and consent of the people.
C.afcls, etc.7etc.%,..
Hoosiers are going some on the home
Kent
tick . has roteined to work .from Not so muter yen be said of the uoir.'\ pack of Rexall Playing Cards.
stretch ;nd an defeating the HashpatIone.of • ongo ea. When centridera nestle's.
superior in slip and finish and equal
stingers with ease.
The John
Hopkins wan the Ev- tr.g the one the other should not be
The score:
to regular 25c. packs
forgotten.
R H E ansville Dirket today.
Th3 thinbar
Cairo
•
0 1 0 will arrive Sunday 44tor
In the first congress a dispute
Ile
over
until
Vincennes
arose in the senate over the procede
2 5 2 Monday re-on.
Batteries-- Wood ring and QuietsIt -Is troterertain yet that the City are in advisleg and eonsenting relaFourth and Broadway.
ser; Farrell and Mair.son
of Memilsa *NI enter the et, lenses- tive to the noniinictltns sent In be
Tennestree river trade in place of the Preek/ent Wastes/RIOS. There were
NOTICE.
L. A:
to 7ileteo1olip.
Savannah. The Savannah will go on members who contended that the senLIM of new subscriber', added hy the
The L. A. L. baseball team will go
Iwo the Missereippl river trade and ate must, without consultation, with
East Tenuous* Telephone corn. to Metropolis
tomorrow to play the
the
City of Memphis peghality will the executive, toatirme or reject the
paay
Today:
•
team of that plane. l'ieper and Brawere others whi
enter
the Missouri river trstie. A nonsi net:one. There,
2442-4--Pryor, D. C., res , East ille are the
battery for the L. A. L.
few tripe may be made to the Ten- made so bold as to assert that the
Yaw avenue.
team.
5.04-3-Roberts, N.
nessee e ter, but the eke, of the ex- president should be asked for referres.. Hiskleville road.
cureetti semen will make it possible ences for the nominees in case they
604-1--Stanley, Mn. Robert., res.,
for the Saltelo to,ehandie all bust- were not knoist to senators. As
IlinCevile read.
early period there was no exprese
nees ale 114'
545-Kentucky theater, N. Fifth.
of the "right" of senatore of a saw
Official Forecaate,
1119-a-Morris, J. B... saloon, 100
The Dhio at Evansville, not much to be consulted before select ions were
Broadway.
change during the next 12 to 24 inade.--41 poles-al dectrlue upheld by
- -721-4-Penn, Wm., res., Husband
hours, then probably fall. At Mt. the late Senator Hoar, a 'statesman the geotennient that the pe-paration
reed.
National League.
of moat products for market shall be
Vernon will continue rising during of the old school.'
Like other commodities telephone
- As the country grew and federal amidst conditions which are
Chicago 9, Pittsburg 1; batteries, the next 12 to 24 hours.
service should be paid for according
esseltary,
At Paducah
Renlbacti and Moran;
to its worth and value.
not much change during the next 21 offices Multiplied It became necessary and which will insure dean, healthWe have in the cite over 8,000 Manekee and tebsors.
hours. At Cairo will continue to fall for the president to meek counsel Ac- ful and wholesome food. But for the
tor* nominating men to the govern- people's executive the secreta
-subscribers or five timee as
'lowly
during the next 24 hours.
ry, of
many as
American League.
the Independent company; outside
The Tennessee at Florence, -will ment service. He naturally turned agriculture would not have been able
New
to
York
senator, and rep retsent at Ives. At to sineounee, wtth absolute justific
3, Philadelphia 2: bat- continue falling during
the thy and witnin the county we
athe next 24
teries, Girth and Kleinow; Waddell. to 36 hours.
met what period the glv,ne of ad- tion:
have 63 times as many subscribers
At JobneovvRle will
as
girt, Powers and Shreck.
the Independent company. Yet
"The new law is comprehensive,
continue falling during the next 36 vice came to be construed as the tenwe
Boston 4, Washington it hatter. hours.
derloy'of content in the making of .e- the means for its enforcement
will, place a telephone In your
are
residence at the same rate the independ- 'es, Tannehill and Carrigan; Patten
The Mississippi from' below St. lections. it is difficult to say. Even ample, and its execution will be
and
Warder
.
ent company, arm:primed to charge
Louis to Owiro will continue felling tinder so Independent an executive as thorough. People at home and
,
Brooklyn 2, New York 4; hatter- slowly.
Roosevelt the appointive power 111 atrroad may-eat our meats
and provide In addition, long distduring the next 36 hours.
with conlea, StrIcklett and Bergen; Taylor
•
largely neurped by congress.
ance faceittes which will enable
d ewe."-Su Mese
you
and Bresnahan.
"Hes
to reach fifty million people
the
collect
orship
of
the
port
Notice to Coal Deaden.
from
Pheadelphia I, Boston 0; hatterbeen filled's' was the query
tour home .
•
TE.tCHERS' ELECTION.
Bids will he received by the presi- at
.. :Slimes and Donovan; Lindeman dent
casi 300 for further Informa
recentl
y
made at the White House.
of
'the board of education for
tion.
and Needham.
• "No," was the reply.-- "The preen Pupils May Now Select "their Own
- MAST eYENNEeSEE. TELEP
the supply of coal for the
HONE
ritY
St. Louis 3, Cincinnati 'F.-VatterTeachers.
COMPANY.
schoolsde to be for nut and lump, dent would lika to appoint his old
tes fierier and Grady; &Wing and
by htishel, and mnst be in be Sep. frierid Hardy. but 9tenatec Wick eie
tich let.
_Mrs. John J. Dorian's private
committed to Reeler."
ONE CI-AT PIA{ AIME
tember 10.
school will re-value work Monday.
About
ail
the
Via The LooLout
preside
nt
can
do is
W. H. PITCHER, See.
Pleptember 10. The course includes
Taspayene Notice:
ii. lii It..ute
Aela to ere to It that seoators and reprePaduca
h,
Ky.,
Septem
ber 1, 1900.
sentatives name fitsnien: But, If he all the Engliih branches, also Lathe
c. A 1. 1. ICY.
V-1 ;memo",
You are hereby, notified that aui
h Shorthand hand Bookkeep1115.30 titaltantoriga emT Return
thet they ard- 1ie1ig1141a_the
$6.30 persons owning
or !Airing In their
burden is on hini to dlecovee the:r ing. For information rail at corner
Fourth and Adams. Old phone 1478.
poasession, or-under their control as
unfitness.
Tickets on sale September 17, 18
agent, guardian, or committee, exWith
ibis olementary discussion in
ad 19. R.-tun limit September 30.
ecutor, administrator, curator, trusNotice to Contractors.
mind, it Is eatent that there is eonBy depositing tieket.and on
payment tee, receiver, commissioner,
Bids will be received at the °Mee
or
zirss:o
othnal
of 50 cents return limit will
-partleutarly senatorialbe ex- erwise, realty tangible, or
intangiestimate-1n of one of the important of the board of public works in the
tended to Oi !ober 31. stop-overR
at ble personal propert
y, on the 15th
fencer es of the executive, in the, day city hall, Paducah, Kentucky, until 3
all Vets wheie 'here Is an agent.
day of September, are required otr or
vett generatIon. A practice Monger o'clock e. m. Wednesday, September
ALSO SIDE TRIPS from Chatta- 12, 1906, for
before the 1st day of October, ro
the following construcseed by some president for hie guidnooga to points in the southea
st at give the asseasor a true and campl..
tion work as per plans and mpecificaance
and convenience has come to be
rate of one fare plus 25 cent. for the
tens on filo at thg city engineeelist of same, with true cash va
regarded by senators as an !matfetttoond trip. TWO TRAINS DAILY.
thereof, as of the 15th day of S.,
office, under ordinances providing for
able
right.
It is equally true that
For farther particulars see
tember. under oath, upon forms to
same.
there is executive interference in legD. J. MULLANEY, Agent City
°Mee, be furnished on applicatton by sato
For grading and *meeting:
islative matters. How and why fias
430 Broad. Phone 212.
assessor at his office, and-that at:
Sowell street from Ailthrook
that come about? For an answer let
IL S. BURNHAM, Agent Depot Ticket
merchants of the city 'doing business
Hayes avenue.
us go to the legislation of the
Ofnee. Phone 22.
You will be comfortably
for themselves or others shall in like
Sowell street from Ashbrook to
sowsion of eon great.. But let us go
manner and in addition thereto, -situated, too, this
Aahcraf
t avenue.
winter if
behind the work of congress's.
By drove:n.7 a penny in the slot state the highest amount
Hayes avenue from Sowell street
in value of
you
Idols
fill
The
your
coal
house.
house
of eepressontatives did
the tight weeth may he pointed
to Bridge street.
out. goods, wares and merchandise, ownrot peso the sort of meat-Inspection
Our coal is as good as money
ed or kept on hand for sale by sate
• "Jarrett street from Sowell street te
hill
that
the
leader'
had
can buyr We can furnis),,yon
agreed upon Bridge
To Drive Out Malaria
merchants, during the three months
street.
with Mr. Wadsworth. The speaker
nice brindled kindling, too,
and Build Tp the flysteen next preceding such 15th day or
For concrete sidewalks and coin
and
hie
cohort/I
put
up
'
with
the
'Take the Old Standard GROVE'S September.,
dte- blned curb and gutter.
right along with your coal.
tation of the -president, who neurpe/
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. You
Prompt attention to tbis will save
Jones street from Ninth to ElevOrder now.
the fens:tons of the legislative depart
know what you are taking. Tire for- property owners additional cost.
enth streets.
Both
fluent
Phon
In
interest
es
the
203
s, 'of the people.
mula is plainly printed on every botSTE%pRT DICK. Assessor.
Fountain avenue front Jefferson to
But for Theodore Roosevelt there
tle, shelving. it is atntols
Approved. D. A. Ye:Meet, Mayor.
Monroe 'streets.
quintile and
wmilettot now be Ali! Metall* of einIron in a tasteless form. The quinine
OfrIcP, Room it, City Hall.
V in I!Linn's
Smith Fourth preset from Norton
1.t74TAIR
The snot roper for net 704
art *
e-tett Inspection front the* pastors'
tii,p ,-,I (ha
delves out the !malaria and the Um
organs of Ethel ileZ, SUN as Nervous Or JetrAtion
to Husbands At 4.4'.
. Psita-,g co
ilopmpocy„ Hicheirefelorolio..
Last Ida; an.A.,
*t-matbful Frrtt
through the 1416101101PrInflelle and
(
3,
ef
,
noo,
bands up the System. Sold by sit
worry,
01 Totetoce or I swore
The bete& newWhile the root to in water there ix
ur.
itttitatk
"••
•.
••order we eweriatee
through e the egaging •dePertinent; repel gay
c.o.,
"
rett.a4
desuiers for 17 years. Pilo, 50 cant". hope for /Mitw
(
0
1
!Mid
hw•wt.
At 1%4.06
sa.C
and all
.
O.
11.111 _re C: WAY(
there could uot be an lasielence by
L.' A. WA13111"5..ri'ff,!\=
AlinallY aLVIT aLift
F
KOLB. PADJ0.111, 1h1.
Teems IMendbas.
W. L. Pet„
Vincennes
75 49 605
Cairo
68 59 535
Jacksonville
65 55 528
PRI CES
e9 68 465
Matinee : Children loc. adults 25c. Danville
PADUCAH
57 66 4413
Night-25, 35, 50 and 75e.
Muttoou
52 71 ' 113
Seats oa sale Friday at U a. m.
Yeriterday's Scores.
Hutton!' 4, Paducah 3.
Danville 2, Jacksonville 1.
Vincennes 2, Cairo 0.

Great Company. Star
Production

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

DON'T BE FOOLED
Beer is being served
without the label. If
you want the genuine'
BELVEDERE, the
master brew,look for
the label. It's on
every bottle. .* .6

EI

(Playing Cards

form

W. B. M'PHERSON

ThePaducah Brewery Company

r,

E-ntronlz

THE BIG LEAGUES

At Wallace Park Casino
FREE

.••BIG••

Motion Picture She
Biggest and best ever in
this city. Every night
this week. 4,1,00-feet.

FREE

COAL
COMFORT

FREE

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cliauber's Stable.

We are ready for all Kinds of haul
ing.

•

iohnston:Denker
Coal Co.

TELEPHONE 499

HEALT

AND VITALITY

KIER -OM •

Jure a,

-

Mtn
i•uot eve the light until beforo the
MG SHOW WILL HE HERE.
1 prancNifilifeeed - Sod' entibeul rioters,
awl In fbeArtanaliesAaLthlIt~hIS Barnum & Dailey Coming With No,
Circus t, ts te,el -I Iii.,11.
i show which
no doubt throng the
grounds.
'rho Darn ma e
Thxi week of the Horse Show. genit, cv G
erally promises many events in the Show on Earth will e•xl. bit it. I .
social world, at theXeatucky, dances. cah Sept. 27.
_
box parties and reception.% The conAmong. this season.; mee',
To a Delay.
invitation it Melts:led: Mimes Co- t:4140(1 hot weather ihen Vonicenned anuouncements dry a naw
Wee, little rimless wheel of Fate.
rlane Catlett, Eddyvile, Ky.; Corinne active resumptiou of social gayety. spectacle, eel eget ca II e 1.1-trio
With sliver epokee and hub of eel- Winstead.
Florente Loeb, Moe,
Only it fee Of the ellths will have closing dole of tit- It a esel
B-radshaw. Neils Hatfield, Lucia Pow- ineetlngs before the Herm Show.
war in Mtenchuria 1 E.1 !fit'
What gentle girl. In weents mel- ell.
Elizabeth ;Kirkiend. Oatherine
of "Peace:" three clistinet •••
low,
'Powell, Rosebud Hobson. I.:111ae
Minters Pieper pidretaln.
in one of " whiten nen air'
'Has BOught your :cid to Mid It mate? Gregory,
The Miss.-kg Pieper entertained on en by a beauellii le. rein
Gene Morris, Helen •Powell.
V:(Hil;
Mary Cave, Henri Ale•ott, Lily Hob- Tuesday evening with a dame at tipais a 4.iittitilt•te• sotticr,col;
0, tiey hub of gulden .hue,
son. Anita Keller, Mary
Headrick,. their heme on North Thirteenth air; a great circus coineany
Kissed by her ilitges tender press- Marjorie Loving
The party
spent several European and Aittericen artistx,
and Elizabeth Se- street.
ing,
brte, and Messrs. Leslie Dobbs, New hours in ttne delightful diversioe, present the latest achievements
Stt11 yet, Methinks /title's
vainly Orleans: inch 1.4„,yes. Guy martin. The party Included
MigliP41 bounce" riding, acrobatic and nerial dun!:
guessing
James Wheeler, Ned Ashbrook, Guy Detzel, Mabel lliteming. Marie Roth. ceveral troupes of rontarkahly ,
If what you prophe tied were true.
jr,,,,ue.s: Geary Cave, Hewn Heme_ 14..1ft Purchase and the Missies
Pio- horses: an excifing 'cattle scetic
tot_Twr, Will Rinkleft. Warren Sights, r•wr• Miiisa'rs•
-Roth, Joe Fisher. oented by the central group of ;
You died between her !Inger tips;
Will Scott, Will Henneberger. Roy MIAirt Roth, ltrnies Luttrell. Hayden three great herdic nit t.lephants;
Swat Gypsy Maid of wisdom magic: Prather, Harry
Singleton, John Cul- Ferguson. Mr. Tbiser, of St. Linda. entirely new hippodrome, with g.
Pray, it is worth a death so tragic Iln•ane, Charles
utile Kentucky racing stack and :S.
Rieke, Tont 0ohourn and Charlet Rcetgering.
To hear the music of her lips
and George Thompson and Mr. and
eys of intern-ational reputation. a;
--Frank Dertiester Sherman.
Mn., Robert
a largely augmented zoo of rare a.
and luiton
At Hrkige.
Wallerstein. Will Rudy. John Orme,
Olean.
In
01miffIrnent
Mrs.
to
TuckEllis
(151, (Wender, 1906-0f.
Elizabeth Atkins.
er, of Memphis, the gnesf of Mrs.
,MAGAZINE- -en the absence of
George Floetrnoy and ;Mrs. C. S. Wall,
In these days of rush and en'
the president, Mrs Bettie Campbell,
Henianel-lincker.
the guei of Mrs. John Scott. Mn. E. courtesy Is often fengoiteni ine
no, announcement can UP made for
In the presence of mony spectators G. Ekione entertained Tuelekty after- mad. pen mell rush nit (Mr life lit
this club, though It Is probable that
Miss Sophia May Hummel was mar- noon at bridge. There were four things are done to offeed that ,
the. Dee 'meeting of the season will
ried to Mr. George Decker. Jr.. at tables. 'Phe decorations were pret- rather remained undone. A has;
be held In the tatter part of this
the German Lutheran church Wed- tily arranged and light refreshments eaten meal and its resultant be
menth or early in October.
nesday evening by the Rev. A. C. 117 were veered.
ache may cause us social or titian- .
DELPHIC- -The first meeting of
ten. The bride wore a gown of white
loss. The wise man or woman is e
--(lb-the Delphic club will be held at the
Notes.
crgandy over silk and her tulle veil ,
one who relieves little ills of ti
Carnegie library October 3. The prowas caught with orange blossoms. i .Miss Irene L. McMahen was mar- sort by a little dose of Rode! f
gram for the season waft outlined last
She carried a bouquet of whit,' row's. t rl•-d to Mr Ionia A. Walton in St Ityapepala. It digests what you ye
spring.
The afitar
was embellished
with !Louis Monday morning. Both young Sold by Lang Bros.
MATIN'Inal MCSICAL—The first
painte -and ferns end the thureh IrUN Mende live In the e ity and popular
regular meeting of the Matinee Muse
A small passenger steamship
decorated with flowers. Mr. and Mrs.:In a circle of friends
eal club will be herd the fleet week
!Min Lena Wilkins was nrarrled been ie.:ached on the Lake of tia.1
einar!--s Gross, of St. Lents, were the
in October. Nest week the eresident
enly attendants. The ushers wrre I Sunday to Mr I.at•y C. Hall by the In connection with the railway in
will tall the committee te grange the
Gus Wicenan, John Backer, A. Mitch- i -Rev. P. H. Fields. Tilley are home.- Holy Laud.
propesm for the approaching season.
ell and Wiillent Rciegering. A re- keeping at It 14 South Eighth street.
D. A. R.— The committee will be
It was announced this week that
flood for the cough, removes
("mitten at the brIdeig borne on Harrileailed next week by the president to
son street followed then wedding cere- the welding of Miss Virginia John- cold, the cause of tht• cough. Th.i
outline a program for the fall and
Kennedy's Lac •
mony. The comae will make their son and Mr. IL S Clamplee had tak- the work of
winter for the Daughters of the
the origiete.
home at 417 South
Ninth street. en place June 1-7 at Paris. Tenn. Honey and TarAmerican Revolution.
miss Hummel is the daughter of Mr. This announcement came as a sar- Dye cough syl•up. Contama uo
C. D. C.—No defin:te nate bas
is-Ise to the public .whe %ere leeking &fee Sold. by Lang tiros.
blew-me- for the .first meeting In the anal lifire—Fied Hummel and a popuIli young women. Mr. Backer is a forward to the wedding.
•
tall for the Pelted leaughters at
He-- What are you gehe talk
Wetly-six persons enjoyed the hogpstanialtig yenta* heathers man
the
• the Confederary. The that meeting
'
•
•
pitatilty of Mr. Johnston
south side.
Ritdolph about? •
will be held In October.
She-- Nothing. Are
your P.,
and Mn, and Mrs' Albert-Moron on
CRESCENDO --The fourth TlIPSMonday in the country. It was an burning'— Chitago Journal.
-Fall and Winter. 1900-1907.
day in Septernhey, the first meeting
did-fashioned country dinner.
Summer may be said - to have passof the (eeseendo club wit) be held In
—.e
'
Denc'Itt's Little Early
-en rain prevented
a lawn party
Miss' Virginia Nc'ewetra studio on ed eith the opening of the schools
at Miss Leek. Smith's even for her Pleasant little pills that du not ,•
here
and
elsewhere,
the Kentucky,
seventh street. at 4:15 o'clock. Ofa•hool class. but the enter- or sicken. Sold by 1.1111K Bros,
1opening and other tnInor_ events. The gUn411".
leers off( be elected and a
program
lain r
was enjoyed Its tnuch in th,
'outlined. The nest 'regular meeting autumn sockti soaon, however, will
"I believe I'll raffle my auto.
house. Thu- oung people were deefter the first will be art open meet- be usheecal le informally with
the
ought to bv easy to dispose of th
lighted.
Horse Show
ing.
evil'
'rile CiotIllion club's danee to have way'
''. -Why!" -Well
1'
The pronounced nociel seeress of
eoTILLtO— There probably wUl
was wile walks the streets tales o
been given Tueacfay evening
be one open air derive more in the the Horns Show last year will make
on autos."- - Denver post.
postponed indennitely
summer by tbts chit. The beneeno the one this year brilliant In rompar- ,e
'S Sny
Tril
;r1IT
. ithe, contains - A tool sneaks. and a Willie marl
bare been given this week wilt be loon. M11.141T
A tionkey cannot be made a hoe ••
geog. next week. This tinte prob- ni
by beating
ably wil girt( a german in the wet.
of the florae Shaw.
7.00 CLUB—This club will
this month the first time with Mr
T. C. Leech Os Foetwein avenue. N.'members will be taken in and oth.
Mildness consIdered.
AS Y(11- LIKE IT—It will be 0.
tober before this club has as flr
meeting. The eresident will issue
call at a suitable date.
SANS SOPCI---The warm weati..
will po.ctpone the meeting of
Sans Soucl cell, mittl after the '
Show. The flee meeting wil
early in October.
ENTRE` NOCS--The flee 11
of the Entre Nous deb, .ord.: .•
present plar.s, will not be held ur.'
the Ise week in October and after •
gayety of the Horse Show.
- ..
.e.
---tp-Indoor Donee,
One of the ambitious Indoor p
ties of the summer was that gie•
by Mrs W. C. Kidd in compliment •
her visitor, Miss Alice Wrong. .-•
Claim, Wednesday evening. To the
stimulating music the dancers enie)'Nt the waltz, two-sf*p and Turauotil a late hour. For those who dial-,
i
t &nos there was the pleasure of 1
‘swings and eetteekt about the Inww-i
musi,... 1
7,4 the dIstance-mellowed
Ithating through the windows. The .
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111611.
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The Week In Society.

PADUCAH ANNUAL

HORSE SHOW
WALLACE PARK
Oct. 3, 4,5,6,1906
Admission 25 Cents.

Reserved Seats 25c Extra

The liberal premiums offered assurhe public a
Horse Show unequaled in the state.
Every high class horse in ‘Vestern Kentuck,
Southern Illinois and West Tennessee will be entered.
The judges will be selected from Kentucky's foremost horsemen—men of national reputation in the
show ring, who will have no local interest to bias their
judgment.
•

FOR CATALOGUE WRITE D. W. COONS, SECRETARY

SPECIAL BATES ON ALL RAILROADS AND STEARBOATS
Subscribe for The Sun. 10c Per Week

THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICE THIS MONTH

•

St. Bernard Lump Coal
. St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

-

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL LIKE ST. BERNARD
- -----Place Your Orders Now

1,

ST. BERNARD GOAL CO.
JOE T. BISHOP, Manager.

Both Phones 75

WISIIIIIIIININI11111111111111a

ONE WEEK OF SOLID FUN

ri

Fall Carnival of the Central Labor Union

ALILAcE PARK SEPT. 10 To 15
AT

The Most Costly Free Attractions Ever Given in Paducah

IN THE CASINO

LAYTON'S $10,000 SPECTACULAR PRODUCTION
Pelee and desttuction of St Pierre reproduced with the most marvelous, beauti-.
ml, realistic and soni-stirring, scenic, mechanical and firewoCk effect ever witnetsed anywhre.
A City lEitilltin as Day—Ineestrnyeti in'es Minute.

TIP! ernp`.ion of Mt

The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville

ON THE PIKE
Big Shows:

Little Shows!

Other Shows!

The largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah. Follow the Crowd—Everybody Will be There. Wallace Park Sept. 10'to 15, 1906
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haphasard way the states have been
following of exteuding

CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN.

AFTERNOON AND MEEKLY

S.

-- 4
CULLEY OPENING
WAS SUCCESSFUL

CHiANCE FOR AN ISSUB.
. The Lexington Herald suggests all
opportunity for an isaue in the Demliteral J. Paxson.cameral Manager.
ocratic senatorial campaign, which
the two candidates will not be eager
SUBSCRIPTION RATKS:
IT 1.014/
,Latersd at the ws•Sollos
01.1COVERCO
PeOrsese. Ky., as to grasp. The Herald recalls the
fact
Fully Five Thousand People
asses.Sass neekh)
MY ?PVC AND IVOLS
that the Dezuocratic party, if it folNZ VEX? WIN
TICIt DAILY SUN
Thronged the Store.
fly carrier, per vest ....
EQVALLZD
.10 lows Bryan's Idea will be committed
Liy mall, par montli. is sdnainin___ .40 to an attempt to revolutionize
railby mall, par SOW, In 'deans,
tee roading In America and In the followTHE WEEKLY SUN
ing language invites the candidates
Per year, by mall. postage paid
Musk, Flower.' mad Foliage Made the
to declares themselves:
Address THE SUN,Pidocak, Ky.
Place the Attraction +1 the
With the Democratic party
(orrice, 116 Soca Tklen.
Tmarsooss es
Day.
confronted with the question as
Payne S Twang Mew sod 14•1/ York rep.
to whether it Is to commit Itself
POwallattreli
—
to public ownership of rallromls.
TIM SUN ass be roma at las toilowlas
THE FIRM 18 CONGRATULATED.'
there Is an opportunity to raise
plum;
a. D. csamsass Cla.
the senatorial campaign in Ken"Ain't he polite, Cions•i••••?"
Via Cello Bros.
tucky oht of the rut of state
Palmer Hymn.
"Ac. d•t's brecaumo he's sot • now suit. Just as soon as
it wears out hell
affairs and time-worn platitudes
Joao Wittmliea_
The opening of the new store
be the same •St tough he always was."
of:
with respect to national politics.
Roy L. Cutesy & comparry, outfitters
If the party is to follow Mr. Bryto men and boys, yesterdav was auand Municipal Civil Service Corneillean, and attempt the revolution
spicious.
sions.
In railroad ownership ann manFEATURES OF SENDAI SERVICES
The store was threen
•
Hi
agement which he proposes, the
4:340 o'clock in the a9lerriorsa, and
THE
EDITOR'S LETTERS.
SATU}WA Y. SEPTENIBER S.
successor to Senator McCreary
until 9 o'clock was thronged
Newspaper men are educated 141
with
will have a part in that work.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
the
friends of the members of the
small degree by the thousands of
Baptist.
It is, therefore, important to the
minds which react upon the facts aiFIRST—The Rev. Calvin Thomp- popular firm during the entire time.
Democratic party, not merely In
August 1..3836
August 17 3888
leged and the opinions put forward son, pastor. The pastor will lie the A suociewirul opening augury a sucKentucky but in the nation, that
August 2..3848
cessful career, so that the career of
August 18 3874
to the world. Critic:ems, whether pulpit morning and evening
the next senator shall be in acAugust 3..3883
the new firm should be an unusually
August 20 3852
wise or fooligh, Leads us at least
SS)CON
D--The
Rev.
E. ki. Concord with the policy the party is
August 4..3864
August 21 3811
touch about the constitution of he ninghani, pastor. Services both in brilliant one. Probably 5,Oft0 people
to pursue during the presidenAugust. 6..3863
August 22 3834
visited the store in the three hours
general mind. Many of them are cor- the Morning and evening.
tial term if It shall be so fortuSunday
August 7..3879
August 23 3833
it
was open. They had been promised
rective
and
intellige
school
some
nt,
at
remarkthe usual hour.
nate as to elect Mr. Roosevelt's
August 8..3916
August 24 3841
a beautiful store. end none was disable for their naive. Among the
successor. The senatorial camAugust 9..3927
August 25 4220
appointed. The details of It were
simpler ones the types recur. Every
Pi/entente-fats.'
room rne. PITTSBURG COAL CO.
paign offers an opportunity for
PADUCAH.
Auguat,10..3896
August 27 3865
erne, for example, that a book Ii
SIXTH AND KENTUOKY--The published in the papers Thurschsy,
- OFFICE 126 BROADWAY
Kentucky
express
to
herself
TELEP
PIONE
WI 3
S
August 11..3951
August 28 3849
which
gave a conception of wbst to
praised, a crop of responses arrive. Rev L. A. Thompson will preach at
upon this proposition. If one of
Magnet 13..3,
04
August 29 4327
expect,
hut
the
appeara
melding
where
nce
It
of
can
be
the
procured, or Inc mantling and evening services.
esthe candidates for senator should
August 14..3885
August 30 4330
tablishment last night with the tasterequesting us to purchase it and mall
take a position either for or
August 15..3804
August 31 4407
ful dm-orations, revealed more than
to the Inquirer. Sometimes fifty
Methodist.
against Mr. Mr. Bryan's new IsAugust 16..389a
cents In Inclosed, with a protnite of
Broadway- The Rev. T J. Newell. was promised. The decorations were
sue. It Is difficult to see how the
106,379
Total
more if needed. Such requests come, Pastor. Morning subject: "Plea for autumn leaves and nattiest flowers.
'ether candidate could afford to
Avers
tosJAug
r
nst, DOA
34640
as often as not, from places large a Forward Movement " Otetictren's potted plants and bouquets, end the
dodee.
Averag
August, 19,5
1105
store resembled more a handsome
enough to contain book-shops. AM- services In the evening.
other favorite device is to cite GS
The program for the evening is as conservatory than a business mart.
Increase .
235 WHEN 1VARFIELD FORGOT HIS opinion or statement of
Mr. Culley and his associates reWhen you buy Pittsburg Coal you get
ours, without follows:
PART. .
ceived the callers In a cordial manner,
giving the date or context, an desk
Vohantare.
bigge
r bushels, better coal and the most
PersoniCly appeared
before me,
David Warfield was tening of ills for some special Information
and were ,busy acknowiedging well
Song No. 66—Congregation
about it,
this Septernbtr 1, 1906. E. J. Paz- first appearance upon any stage.
out.
Every IcLad weighed by a sworn
wishes and congratulations.
such bits of ingenuousness, however,
praer.
general manager of The Sun,
"After some time," said he, in an varnish in an editor's
The
clerks
presente
weigh
d
the
er and certified to be correct. Every
firm with
Doxology.
genereJ impreswho affirms that the above statemen: interview, with J. Herbert Wekh in sion
11/1MtiOn clock and dower
of biz correspond's**, whealsSettee-sow reeding.
lump
is of superior quality and dug by
ot.theTleculailon of The Sun for the "Success Magazine," "I
•
de• signs were eeceived from the fol.
persuaded stands to him for one qt. the most
CotkrtIon4
•
month of Auete:t. 1906. is true to the the manager of The Wigwam
skilled
•
union miners. It holds fire over
lowing
,' a fertile channels of instruction, of
friends': The Eclipse Clothing
"The ord Sweet Song,"--Mr. J. U
best of his knowledge and belief.
vaudeville house in San leranetsco. first-hand
company, M. Zuccaretia,
and varied experience, that Roblneon,
night
Billie
and
it don't clinker. No slate, no
PETER PURYEAR,
to allow me to give an audience an have ever
Stairs and Lucian D. Carr, of New '
enriched, his Pesollegre
Song No. 3R----Oongregation.
dirt, no sulphur, no waste and no bad odor
Notary Public.
exhibition of my powers. It was an through
York: Carter & Holmes. Rosenwald
this vale. -•From Colliers
Recitation--Malde Ruch.
My commission expires January exhibition, all right. I shall
in
the house from burning it. Our Pittsburg
&
never for September 1, 1,06.
Well,
and
Eugene
Fraut
of ChiRettation-- Frances Cord.
22, 1908
forget that night.
Coal gives satisfaction and you get value re'Bong. "Let I's Crown Him"--Ohil- eago: B. Weille & Son, Wallersteln
Bros., and Edwin .1, Paxton, of the
'Feeling that my whole future dedren.
Daily Thought.
ceived for your money. Let us quote you
pended upon the outcome of this first
city.
Resritatloo—Mattle Lee Closard.
"What a pey it is that some peareal appearance, I grew _more and
prices.
Souvenirs were given the ostlers,
'Recitation—Annie Mae Janes.
'pie do net practice tbeir:sown presehmore frightened as the hour apeho were entertained by an orchesSong No, 71-0ontregatloo.
fog."
'r proached As I stood In the wings,
tra stationed in the rear of the at.
Recitation-L-Ellsabeth Janes.
waiting
for
A pretty Incident of the event; g
my
time
to
go
out
ANNOUNI'le.MK'NTOI.
and
Recitstion— Flame Gleavete
was the attendance in a body of the
Boom
The Sun is authorized to anemone* entertain that big crowd with 'sto"keep
on
the
Sunny
Side of
Cecil Waters.
ries and imitations,' my legs felt so
Red Men's lodge. it was in +elision.
I/. A. e'rese as a eandldete for Police
Omit Waters, two years old, son Life"—Chil'd'ren.
wabhly that I Was actually afraid
when one of the' members moved
itsetta
that
tIon—OV
OI
Judder of the Paducah. Police Court.
Bonds.
Edward
Waters, a steamboat nista
that 1 would sway AAP fall down on of
othe touncil mooch Its tires for al
sublet/ to the action of the Demo&Mg
117-1Congregation.
of 324 Adams street, died of diphmy way to the center of the stage.
few minutes and call on a brother
aretie primary, Thursday, September
Benediction.
theria last night at 8 o'clock. The
Office 126 Broadway. Both Phones No.3
The act of the man Just ahead of me
member just Munching his canoe in
2.0.
funeral was held this morning at 11
seemed very long, -avid yet I wished
the
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, Manager
commerc
iai
world,
and
extend Its
TRIMBLE STREET --The
Rev.
o'clock. burial In Oak Grove cemetai he would never stop. At last the
W. Ve Armstrong. teeter. Services good wishes." It was queiltly adoptThe Sun is atchorized to announce
tery
comedian came rusning off, flushed
ed and 61) strong the members lined
Morning and evening.
IC. H. Puryeer as a candidate for Poand exultant, amid
applause and
THIRD STREET Tbe Rev. Peter up and milled, afterwarde resuming
lice Judge of the Paducah
Pollee
John Keithly.
laughter. The orchestra !mune into
Fields, pastor.
Owe, subjeet to the_asition of the
Morning subject: their
John Keithly. 63 years old. died at
the mimic for my entrance. I cleared
Mr Culley was busy Losbay, too,
Deniocratir primary, Thursday Sete
"Ott' Inheritance;" evening eubtocti
the
residence of tile brother. T. H.
my throat, threw back my shoulders.
receiving congratulations, and
"'dome
tember 20.
Lines
to
the
Irreligi
the
ous."
Keithly, 333 North
and tried to walk out briskly,
Fourth street;
•••••/••••••••••••
...••••••••••••••••••••••01
with
GUTHRIE AVENUE--The Rev. store has been thronged ail day
yesterda
y afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
an air of smiling confidence. But it
iieCatitey will preach at morning and
ON NATURALIZATION.
was a weak smile, and when I trlea of paralysis. He came here eleven
HORSE KICKED rt.
evening services
Political managers In the great to speak
months
ago
to
reside
with his brothI discovered that there was
LITTLE
VILLE-Protr
actod
cities Will have to get busy to perpe- somethi
meeter.
He had been afflicted with paralYng the matter with my vo:ce.
And Robert Fitzpatrick Was Struck
trate any more ante-election natural- It sounded
sit+ all his life and although a hope-, ing begins Monday. The 'Rev, Harristrange and husky,
son will be In charge.
By Flying Heels.
ization frauds,' for after September started
less
invalid
always bore his alniction
to tell a lively story: but, In
27, no one will be naturalized until my efforts
to keep My knees from with the best of spirit. He was born
Robert Fitzpattrick met with a
German,
December 27. It will be the tint shaking,
PeI lost the threaa of it. The in Gibson county, Tenn., and the
We havt just finished putting our
culiar mishap at Fifth street and
LUTHE
RAN—T
he
RAW,
tImei ia desades that the growth of peoole out
A..
lien
C.
body
was taken to Trenton, Tenn..
in front began to turn
•
Broadw
Fall
pastor.
ay
Dress Goods in stock and, to
this
Evening
services
morning
. He was
citizenship by artificial
in the Engfor burial. Besides his brother. he
means has toward each other with
grins. 'Try 'a
seated on a load of sand BOAC
lish language.
been suspended. The new law re- song,'
leaves
a
niece
say
the least, it is the finest line that
Mall
in Paducah, Mrs. E.
called a shrill voice from the
EV A NG ELICA.L--Th e Rev. Wil- on Fifth street. The driver had a
quires that tipplication shall be made gallery.
This was followed by other E. Hall, wife of the well-known comwe
have
ever shown. Our showing
colt
liam
hitched on the side ten which ,Mr.
Bourquin, pastor
SO days before tile papers are taken Jeering
Morning
mission merchant.
remarks. I commenced
my
Fitzpatr
services in the German
ick
was
consis
out. Perhaps, the chief benefit of the story
ts
sitting
of
all the new mixed suitJust
languag
as
e.
they
over again.
Tbe Rev. J. S. echenbee will preach reached Broadway the colt let loose
law Is that application for citizenship
ings
Christia
in
plain
n Selene, Society.
and overplaid .ffects
"'Forget It!' shouted sometio
with rts hied feet and caught
dY.
In English In the evening
must be made more than 30 days
Mr.
HALL-- 527 Broadway
'He has,' answered somebody else.
Services
of greys and blues, Broadcloths,
Fitzpatrick In the breast. It knocked
prior to a glieteral election.
Then I heard stinging hisses. Glanc- Sunday at 10:30 a. m. Subject: "Matthe bresehout of his hotly and he
Persolis of foreign birth must be
Panama., Batistes and Voiles. Then
Christian.
half
ter." Wednesday 8 p. m. Public coring toward the refuge of the wings
sprang,
FIRST—
able to speak the English language.
half fell out of the wagon,
Sunday
school
and corn there
are fine flannel and cotton
saw the manager beckoning. I bow- dially invited.
and was assisted to a seat by
minion at the usual hours.
This is another excellent requirepeople
ed, tried to smile, and walked off"
waisti
ngs. In silks you will find,
TENTH STREET- -Sunday school who witnessed the occureence.
ment, as It, to a certain extent, preHe
fiebseeeise Pee l'he
at 9:30 a m. Communion at 10:46 recovered from the shock In a short
vents that menace of our congested
of :course, our old stand by, the
'elle- -colonies of foreign
a. m. A meeting of the officers of the time.
YOU nori.T m•ve TO WAIT
tongued ROOSEVELT ON CIVIL SERVICE
Moneybak, in plain black. Also a
Ite.ry 401e makes you leel better. Lee-Pos church will be held
citizens, unable to learn the signifiREFORM.
after con-trunnion.
k ee• your whole Weide. eight. Sold -et
the
full
line of colored taffetas and
cance of an election at first hand,
—1(01: RUN NO RISK IN BUY"After ronsinerabie experience in stoney-beck Vas everywher
e. Price ii, eels
more or less under control of a almost every kind of governm
ING
Mrs.
Judge
FROM
VS
King
left tooey ton- her
AS WE EXCHANGE
novelties. ::
ental
home in Clarksville, Tee
OR REFUND MONEY FOR ANY
domineering leader of their own race work, I have never yet retina any
Adohotaistant of-Nat:are.
and constrained to bring up their position or- any branch
SCHOOL BOOKS noulawr THAT
One of the most Interesting things
of the service
children in a foreign atmosphere.
YOU DO NOT NEED. HARBO
as regards which the infusion of po- of this day of interest
UR.
ing things is
Noties of the application must. be litical reasons in -making appoint- the great success
ROOK DEPARTMENT,
being Telereved by
posted et the tionTt house, and the ments does not -damage.
The ream/ osteopathy.
federal government reserves the Is always bad when the
Bank Statement.
There is hardly a day that some
appointment
right to appear by attorney at all has to be complicated with
Reeerv P decrease
$ 9.447,326
the ques- cure which Is deserving of attractIno
Agents for Butterick Patterns.
naturalization proceedings. The pa- tion of politics.
Lees l' S. decrease ....
much attention, Is not made by this
pers are issued by the bureau of imLoans decrease
new science, and the more it is stud'I ant now _naturally brought
into
migration and the federal govern- relation
Specie decreer('
12,404 tto4,
s with a great number of im- ied, and the better it is known, tile
ment attorumee genera./ control otier portant
Specie decrease
offices In different branches easier It is to see why it is so.
V2,404,00.0
the 'proceedings, as tt, should.
Deportee decrease Osteopathy merely aids nature to
of the government throughout this
27,8'43,100
Another 'source of constant inter- country
Cireithation dermas* • • •
, and I continually have to cure.
120,90+0
national Irritation is alleviated by conside
It Is a system of healtng built upFive days en
r the question of the eflicienthe power reserved In the general cy
with which they are nandled. on demonstrable facts.
government to revoke the citizenship Practica
It discovers the cause of Alesase,
—FtSt QUICK SERVICE WHEN
lly without exception I find
of naturalized Americans residing in that
YOU BUY 114CFKKH. BOOKS COME
an office in which there is lax- and treats it by scientific manipulaWe Have All the Books for All Olt Grades.
foreign rilltittlen. It has been custoTO US. Y01.7 WILL BE WAITED
nest in the administration or toe mit- tions in order to correct disorders
mary for some people. notably Ital- II aervice
and bring about a natural condition
ON WITHOUT
law, where there is an efYOU RUN NO RISK in buying from us, as we
DELAY.
HARians, Greeks, Chinese and other ori- fort
Nearly all diseases yield to the
exchange
BOUR'S; ROOK DEPARTMENT
to circumvent the law, where
or refund the money it you should buy something
treatment, and the diseases local to
ental and 14atin races to live for a there
3 ou do not
is effort' to get aroune It. Is an
need.
Paducah do so most readily.
time In America, until they have ac- care
Harvard Lome' Race,
le which poor service is renIn rheumatism, liver and bowel,
cumulated a competence, which is ofPlitney, Sept. 8—Thousands of
Come to us for quick service. You will be waited
dered; the chance for fiaute tot- specon withor stomach troubles, chronic headten increaxed no doubt, by
people witnessed the boat race toclay
revenue ulation, for dishonesty. 18 always
out delay.
aches tired-out, run-down eondlfrom the sale of their right of suf- greater
between
Harvard and Cambridge.
in such an office than in the
eons, nervousness, Its success
SPECIAL BARGAINS—As usual, we offer some
frage, and then return to their na- office
Harvard rowed a genie race hut was
has
where the law
is well ann been, very
extra
marked.
values tbat can be had only at our store,
tive land, there to spend their days faithfully
outclass
ed fly the Cambridge crew.
observed. if the appointing
I should like to have you call to
In comparative ease. Many of Ms officer
which won by two length%
Book Department open at night all next week.
administers the civil service
discuss your parte. Oar case at
kind, relying on their Amerman cite
any
law In • spelt of hostility to it. If he
time, and not only will I tell you
senship, defy the laws of their naSCHOOL ROOKS FOR EVERYtrips to evade It or violate it, It has
frankly what osteopathy will do for
tive land and drag tills country In been
BODY.
my experience that in the great
WE HAVE ALL THE
you,
hut
refer you to well-knowu
aggravating controversies.
13(k)K8 FOR THE GRADES HAR- oemomommug
majority of cases inefficiency and
megnmoommao
Padnesh people whom it has done
Altogether the tinifortn naturalisa- corrupti
1101'Ird BOOK DEPARTMENT.
on are sure to obtain. — much
for.
tion law promises well, aid should
From an address by President Roose326 S. Third Strut
DR. 0 B. FROMM, Phone 1407,
ejtotte a great improvement Over the
-Urn Keller
velt to the representative of State
Charlton
reterned
Office 618 Broadway, Upstairs.
from Wingo this morning.

BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
itsconeo AAAAA
r. M. Fume's. President.
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Facts That Cannot Be Denied

•

DEATHS OF A DAY

PITTSBURG COAL CO.
Fall Dress Goods

Just Received
Fresh stock of

L. B. Ogilvie 6 Co.

SCHOOL BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY

Morgan & Wright
.
Tires
$1.50 Per Pair

S. E. Mitchell

D. E. WILSON at Harbour's Department Store

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A
WEEK

••••••iorm •

•

People and
Pleassant Events

New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall
Have come in and they are pretty, too. Are
you going away? If you are we have some
pretty early fall clothes for you. See them.

317
Broadway

&J-0

0 317

LOC.4L LINES.]

-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
----C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved their flower store to 529 Broadway.
--A vleious dog seised Mrs. Jennie laittou, of 1229 North Twelfth
street. yesterday when she enteral
the yard of Torn Green, colored, of
North Thirteenth street, and tore
flesh from one of her legs. Green
killed the dog.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1Broadway. Phone 196.
--William H. Henley, Temple Hill,
Ill.; William White, Mound City,
III.; -H. H. Bannock, Pottsville Ky.;
W. R. Stepter, Bt'ookport. Ill., and
Henry, Knight, Wickliffe, Ky., veterans of the Civil war, and J. M.
Eintore, of Mayfield, Ky., veteran of
-Lhe Bpanishankmerican war. 'sass been
examined for Increase in pensions.
-Old Reliable
Carterville, -Ill.,
washed nut, and egg coal Is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
-Today the Southern
Bitulithic
company began working on South
Ninth ntreet to complete it to Broadway. The street car tracks were finished yesterday and everything made
ready for the laying of the concrete
and the surface of the street.
-Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
- - The trolley wire guides broke
down at Eleventh
and
Caldwell
etreets this morning and delayer'
eyaffle for some time, no cars befog
run to the Illinois Centre depot for
the early morning
accommodation
trains.
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-0er transfer service is second to
none. Carriages as good and in many
(gees better-prices lower, for likn
service, than la any city in America.
IS you have traveled any you know
these are facts. Give us your order
for carriage and baggage wagon. Paltner Transfer Co.

Ii

Hen. L. K. Taylor Is Preparing to
Move.
Attorney I. K. Taylor today is
packing up his office appurtenances
la preparatlos to moving to Chicbasian ladles Territory, to reside
Taylor said inducements in In
than Ten-story partly were responsi
ble for his withdrawing from
the
rata for city judge.
Mr. Taylor hes been in the city
many years and has been prominent
In politics, at one time making a
contested race for commonwealth's
attorney. His departure for this new
state will be a lose to the city.
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VER seventy thousand
prescriptions have been
entrusted to the care of our
prescription department, We
are very much grat16e4 by
this enormous patronage of
the most important branch of
our business and we wish to
assure the people of Paducah
that we are redoubling our
efforts to give them the best
possible service.

O

R. W.WALKER CO.
iee-ro,Tem
DRUGGISTS
rimtot Iresthrty.

kle Pates 176

Night Bell at bide Door.

Cara
69%
72

Close
.69%
71%

47
41%

44%
41%

3.o

203 24
2.0%

10%
13.2
13.2'S
,5

13.110

8.85
9.49
• 9.15

8.85
9,158
9.15

1.91%

1.42%
1.78%
97%
1.41%
1.12
1.52%
77%
56%
1 .07
46%

TO ARBITRATION
QUESTION IS LEFT

1.%%%%%51,%%%5616%%%%%%%.2111&%%%%•16%%%%261%.%%%%%%.%%%••%11000

TIPS.

A LITTLE WATER

NOW IS THE accepted ewe for
Parties tending in as counts of soyou to look about your fire and torna(Continued From Page One.)
dal entertainnteuts will please sign
do insurance, as fall and winter are
them, as The SUn will not publish
coming. Remember the old and reeummunicatIone rent in that are not standing that the auperintendenrs liable
Friedman Insurance Agency,
decision would be abided by, howevenvied.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of•
er, It went. Dr. Pitcher said he had
Residence
flee telephone No. 940.
received 47 telephone calls that day
Engagement Asanounced.
phone NO. 14111. We represent some
The engagement of Mr. Abram L. urging arbitration and thought that
of the oldest and best insurance comLivingston, of this city, to Miss Mar- was the only solution. Mr. Walston
panies, which are paying their losses
tha Oasterman of Milwaukee, was wanted to know viten the superinpromptly. We protect your interests,
received here by relatives yesterday. tendent would make his recommenand you better he safe than sorry.
It is supposed that the marriage will dation. He said that the schools
Give us a call.
take place sometime between uow must start ana no delay should be
HEATING and stove wood, Frank
and Christmas. The Miss Oasterman sanctioned. He said he would stand
Levin, both phone' 437,
is a popular girl in her hotne city by
the superintendent's decision.
FOR RENT-One side of store
and will be a valuable addition to Mr. Walston then wanted to know, if
local society. Mr. Livingston is the motion to make Miss Morgan a 428 Broadway, Phones 1513. WANTED--Pook, colored
preferknown all over the city, being one of principal was lost, whether the oththe city's
most progressive mer- er side would agree to finish the oth- red. Both phones 415.
chants.
er business of electing teachers.
FOR SALE-- Thirteen-room
se,
Is as simple as the old wash
Mr. Karnes said Slipt Lieb should modern conveniences. Old
board and its principal, is just
Among those registered at The say that night whether he would
4.
CLEANING and p
tug eneatly
Palmer today are: H. L. Draper, Chi- recommend her for that position. He. nione.`Jarneri Duff
old phone 718-r.
the same. Not being so liarsh
cago, R. M. KtrIlogg, St. Louis; also said that as for him, he was tvi
WANTE
-hand roller top
on the clothes, it saves tht..
Thomas Amine. Hardin, Ky.; L. H. favor of Miss Morgan, because the desk. .- - .ress K., care Sun.
people
wanted
her
to
teach
and
that
Putney, Atlanta; C. W. Dorsey,
fabric and leaves the buttons on.
NTED-- Piano pupils. Apply
Louisville; D. C. Turrentine, Chatta- the voice of the people was ht's final
08
2500.
phone
Washington
or
old
Mr.
Walston eau
nooga; T. L. Taylor, Mayaville, Ky.: authority.
Charles Wheelie.
TAKE A LOOK
man Mrs.
E. C. Pyle, Baltimore; R. F. Nelver- amusement by saying that eve
FOR RENT- Five rooms over
one,'he
lug, Cincinnati; Mayo Loeb, Meta- in the proportion of ten
f•lti
English Kamleiter's grocery. Apply to Henry
nett; S. A. Payne, Wheeling; J. A. had *ern, favored
Kantleiter.
Hodges. Hickman: J. W. Dobbins. teacher. Mr. Po r went hen one
better
with
e
WANTED- Te sell your property.
proportion
of
20
to
-Louisville; L. D. Long, Hopkinaville;
Beckenbach reached the H. C. H.ollins
No. 9, Trueheart
H. L. Parrnenter, Pittsburg; Mrs. L. 1. But
the limit when he said that Bldg. Telephone 127.
Stevens, New York.
ot a single man had expressed a - FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaBelvedere: W. P. Hammer, Was
All ruans go to "Shorty's.
' Ill% South
Ington, D. C.; C. E. Long, Fran 'rt; different view front his own.
W. F. Cromwell, Morgan
• Ky.: swore to - their statements and some Third or 127 North Fourth.
Hewett Braun, louts
e; E. M. offered to give bonds for their veHICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
Crutehfleld, Wy
, Ark.;
George racity. An amendment to finish the 442, New 598 Delivered promptly.
Jacobs, St.
1
W. J. Atkinson, other business should the superin- E. E. Bell & Sons.
Loulsvill
J. C. Gordan, Gladston, tendent not recommend her as prinFOR RENT- Three unfurnished
cipal, was lost by a tie vote and the
Ala.
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
original
motion
was
carried
as
stat•
r. and Mrs. T. Jacks returned to
1107 Monroe street.
WIZA3C310X51:153C3MCICIKVICSCWCWCIIIIMCWCICICSIMN•NoAve.ICILWVIC
their home in Grayyllie yesteraay at- ed.
COST -One wide band ring with 4
Prof.
Lleh's
Objections.
ter a ten days' fruitless wait In ene
FOR RENT- One tut:ashes' fount States, of good character and tern
Mr. Beckenbach
re.yeestel that Pearls Return to this office said recity for some clew to turn up in the
(Wye reward
all modern convereences, 837 Jeffer- pertite habits, who can speak, read
Supt.
1.1e1
sneak.
Supt.
Lie)
said
he
Claude Bass murder mystery.
and write English. For Informatton
Tst o desirable cottages for rent son.
Mr. Harry -McCourt, superintend- was placed In an embarrassing posimonth
T. C. NICKLES. the shoe-maker, apply to Recruiting Office, New Binhent of southern lines .of the Illinois tion; that it was factional fight, Poesession given last of
ond House, Paducah, Ky,
has .sentoved to corner NVash:nattifiCentral, arrived in Paducah
Hits which, if he sailed either way, would Phone 86
THE NEW ‘'ETERLNARY Hospimorning in his private ear No. 19 on be making it worse; that he had conWALLPAPER- Rooms completn and Fourth streets. Work promptly
edered the problem which causea $3.75 this month. LeRoy. Old phone executed.
tal. Farley & Fisher, veterinary an•his regular monthly inspection.
Miss Nannie Cullom. who has been the deadlock for two years and saw 1256.
INANTED--Board in private fam- geons and dentists. Special facilities
visiting Mies Manme Baynham, re- no reason to change his mind. He
WANTED--Room and board In ily, man and wife can furnish room have been provided for in constructing
turned to Carrsville, ?Cy., yesterday was confident that In his action he suburbs for man and wife. Address and pay In advance if necessary. U , our new hoseital wh ch enables us to
per
treat all diseases of :horses and dogs
where she will assume her new att- had the endorsement of lon
care Sun
in the most modern manner. We have
ties es principal of the schools. Moe cent, of his conscience, even If 9n
twocheap
WANT
'1'0
SELL
I
R"Ilr
esY
reCiiI
8unNEED a carpenter, apply
a clean, airy, sanitary end up-to-date
Cullom was In the schools nere test per cent of the people differed with
to 0. M. Dodd, Tgen Harrison. Old wheel rubber tired pony cart and hot
place and one that is complete in every
year but resigned to take the new him.
furnace
air
heating
with
all
elnetes
After further insisttng. the preen phone
detail.
We invite you to call and *work under increased salary Ana
ready for setting up. J. A. Rudy
e930
R RENT-Six room new house.
dent ordered the charges made. Mr.
spore our place. Office and jonipital,
higher position.
FOR SALE- One twenty-horse
that any 1607 Trimble street. Jas. Ports-ens at
429 South Third street. Office phone
Miss Ruth Baynham has returnees Beckenbach suggested
power horizontal boiler In good conold, 1345; new, 153: residence, ela
from a visit of several months ni charges should go through the griev- Van Culin's book store.
dition.
Apply
Woolfolk
&
MeMurtrle,
ance committee. Supt. Lieb took the
O[
OR
RENT- Widen)
Kansas.
phone 1816.
Third and Ohio.
Mr. tad. Mrs. Lew Harries., of floor and explaineeto the board eosivealences. Apply 421 North Sev5 ROOM IK/1'51E; solid briek
ONE NICE front room for rent,
Oak°. who have been visiting Mrs. that Miss Morgan is not in the em- enth street.
*non, bath, hell and 3 closets, lot 4ti
with all modern conveniences. Gen- Street, re- ploy of the schools That her conSerowe!foo t on Eliza oet h
by 165 to 16 foot alley.. (oaf wood
tract expired last June. He did not Mr. List favored a reconsideration. tlemen preferred. Inquire 713 Kenturned home today.
houses and shade Price $2,340. cash
Mr. James Watson, Percy Mitchell, like the use of the word "charges." Mr. Byrd thought the other teachers tucky avenue.
$5410, balanee $25 per month, 6 petFOR 13A.LE--isaey tertian 3 new cent Intereat on
Will Jones, Harvey Renee* and Luth- thinning it too harsh. He thought should not be elected until the board
deferred payments.
He of arbitration rendered Its opinion. houses in Northview addition neat
er Thomes composed an outing patty "objections" would be better.
Good neighborhood
Excellent propsaid
that
as
Miss
Morgan
was
not
in
Mr.
Morris
was
12th
street
car
Rua
W.
D.
Greer.
for
reconsideration.
.m1 a trip to Brookport last night. Dr.
Three- neon house,
osition
brink
the
empoy
of
the
st-noots,
the
board
Mr. Beckenbach made the motion on 527 Broadway.
J. D. Bendley came home with them
foundation, lot treir1C5 to alley. Good
might state objections to her as a condition that all the derails of the
WANTEGi-To correepona
with well, shade, stable, coal house. etc.
on the return trip.
teacher, but not through the griev- board of arbitration be worked out some young widow, object matrimony.
Dr. H. P. flikhts I, sick at his
Price $1.200. Cash
300, botanic..
ance committee. His words struck Immediately. The
motion carried Red-headed preferred. Address Lee
home on Broadway with malarial femonthly payments not lee, than tine
the board as sensible.
with.
eleven
yeas
and
one
nay.
Walston. Fifth arid Norton.
eer and chills.
per vent Interest
In purehesing
Mr. Beckenbach at this moment :n
Supt. to rill VaCariCleft.
Miss Mamie O'Brien returned this
PIANOS Anil ORGAN'S low prices)ether of the above homes, the parties
the proceedings caught and held up
Mr. %Vaiston suggested that the and easy terms.. See V 1-1 Thomas
tit/tension from a seven weeks' leen
have the privilege of paying off the
a motion to adjourn,
hoard of arbitration be formed front
n Springeeld, Tenn.
Broadway. indebtedness at any time. the
at Watson Bros., 311
-t.-by
Mr. Lite) was requested to state the fifth proposition. Mr.' Beckenbach
Mr. Henry Ce.ave left today for Dan
Phone 43-R.
seeing Interest. Tnitilre of Paduceh.
his treasons for recommending
a asked permission to consider all
011ie. Ky., to :retturne his work in the
WANTED-- Tao roues ladies for Real Estate Investment c‘+rtittan),
new teacher for English. He said:
propositions and after an agteemen•
esnege there.
office
at the ball park during carnival Inc., Fraternity !twining
"Sine* it is necessary I will speak. tha• the eleventh man, if necessary.
Mrs . Harvey
Armstrong
and
Phone new' phone: 7114 or old
Let me preface what I may say with would not be notified of his election seek
daughter, Saline, and Mrs. Barksthe statement that personally I have va that he would not have a preju- nnotte 17/19.
dale, of Chattanooga, are the guests
the greatest regard for Miss Morgan diced opinion, the fifth proposition
HOUSE AND LOT for sale- Lot
of Mrs. T. Miller Sisson, of Clark
and whatever I may say is said from was accepted, eleven yeas, one nay. 40:168, four room house, 420 South
street.
a professional standpoint. Two years Supt. Inieb was instructed to fill all 12th. Price $500. For particulars see
Mrs. George Barrett and mother.
ago I thought she was Insubordi- vacancies not filled by the board and Mrs. Lizzle Ray, 420 South 12th.
Mrs. *minim5 have returned after
nate. She did not seem to have true in reply he said that he seriously
A MODERN HOME for sale. Sis
visiting In St. Louis and Consville,
executive ability to control a scnoon doubted if there wait matertal enough rooms, bath, furnace
In Circuit Cutlet.
barewlod
Iowa.
so I recommended and the board to do that, but that the best would floors, up-to-date in every particuAndrew Cooper got 12 years for
Miss Millie Thomas has returned
etneeurred In my
recommendation, be done. The resignation of Miss Ad- lar. Apply on premises at 416 North erintinally assault lug
'
from a visit with friends in Nashthat she be made teacher in English die Byrd as teacher was read and Fifth street.
both teamed, last week n
ville.
•
In the High school. I do not prefer accepted.
.f. E. MORGAN, blacksmith, 40) mons near Thirteenth and caiewell
Mrs. Clarence Dickerson has reany chararn against her as a teacher.
On motion by Mr. Waleton, all S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior streets.
turned from a visit with friends In
I did not believe her' capableof be- other teachers were eleeTnit and -the work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
Shoji Lander. false swearing, and
the county.
ing a principal. This year I sent her deadlock became a thing of the past-for fore stone side wire tires, the team Majors, obi:ea:rig money
by
Mrs. John Atkins and niece, Eliza note calling her attention: to her -except that the music teacher was best rubber tires made.
faispe-pretenein, both colored, acquitabeth Yelser, have returned from
lack of punctuality, and In a pteasant not appointed. The first ballot reWANTED HORSES AND--MULES. ted.
Fulton.
Interview we had, she was told Alain-stilted in a tie vote, but on the secWill be at Jas. A. Glauber's stables
Dr. Sydney Smith has returned afshe was not entirely subordinate and ond vote two members changed then'
Grand Jury Report.
Saturday. September 15 to buy horster toe) Weeks. visit at his former
later she said her 'brother agreed votes to avoid any more deadlock noLee William's, rolortel, maliciously
es and mules from 3 to ft years old.
home in Lexington, Ky. with me on that point. I cannot rec- tor:Fein.
retaking Will Holden with irum hair.
nayne Mule Co.
Mita Edna Gockel returned tartn,
principalship.
ommend her for a
.toe Petter, suffering gaming, true
Front the time the English posiIn
after visiting in Golconda and S•
clerk
WANTED-Posit:on
as
will do what tion had
However, this board
been disposed of by arbitra- dry goods or grocery store by man hill.
Louis.
pleases it and I cheerfully will abide tion, a genuine expression of relief
Bigger Hale, colored, obtaining
Miss Jineye Smith left today far
of experience and references. R. L.
by its decision. I would like to see could be seen on every face. The
money, true bin.
Bouland. 141015 South
a visit to her sister in Clarksville.
Fifth.
Old
the trouble end and what I have gala fact that the meeting ended so adFred Zimmerman, robbing C. W.
Tenn.
phone 1070.
to you tonight, is said both on my vantageously for all concerned was
Nelson of $Fse tree bill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Caldwell hey'.
- CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Mason
honor and professional ability."
D. J. Levy was excused as petit
due to the conciliatory spirit shown
returned after a visit in Waco, Tax.
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Dr. Williamson interrupted asking at the beginning of the meeting. By
jeror and J. T. Polk sobstititted
Mrn, Doille Curd has returiand
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
what standing Paducah schools had a hitch In arrangements, Trustees
her home in Murray al.er a visit to
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at•
with the large universities. Supt. Pitcher and Walston were not presDeeds Filed.
the tunny of John Curd.
tention to all estimates.
Lieb said he had not invited the ex- ent at the building at 8 o'clock and
W C. 011ryan to H. A. Hamlin
Mr. J. S. Ross let tins afternene
IMIDDI,E aged widow, worth.$30.- property in the 011ryan
aminers to visit the schools to get a had to be secured before the meeting
additinn.
'er Giand Rivers to Eisend Sun lay
recommendation for High school CPr- began which was 8:50 o'clock. The e0n, with independent Income. would $300.
with his family.
de- meeting was called at 4:30 o'clock Wee to correspond with view to mattlfleates, because the English
W. C. Oneryan to Joe B. Lannert.
Mss R. L. Sandal etrivel today
partment was not up to toe Mann- yesterday afternoon on short notice. rimony. Box 4415. St. Joseph
Property in the tYleryan
addition,
on a violt to Mrs. W. S Bryant, of
Ran.
ard.
$(15i.
Arbitrators.
South Sten) street.
BANKER, Worth $541,000, busy
E. D. Thurman to C. 0 Gingles,
. Mr. Beckenbach said
he would
Most of the citizene appointee to
Mrs Albert Marna he., returned
not counter-charge Supt. Lief) bet the arbitration board at the :school making money., would like an affec- property In the Thurman additiou,
from Cent.ean Springn
tionate wife to share
hours of $150.
Miss Bruce Wearren, of Cairo, is Made a motion that the board take meeting lave night have signified
•
B. D. Thermen to C. , E. Clark,
visiting Mies Marjory Beatty on a recess of 15 minutes to give each their willingness In serve, but new pleasure. Write Box 425. *. Joseph,
Mileblgan.
property in the Thurman
side the opportunity to discuss the men may have been chosen to fill the
edition,
Broadway.
sit nal km.
NIGHT SCW551.,-- Bookkeeping. $154.
vacancies of some of the members
Tlbirman to W. P Dulaney,
Paducan Furniture ManufacturInp
It was after the recess that Mr. of the arbitration board who for one Shorthand. Typewriting etc., only
company to C. H. ft Merrill and oth Backenbach made a motion that Mr. reason or another cannot serve. MT. $4 a month. Draughonn. Practicn1 property in the Thurman addition,
era, property in ,he county, $340.
Walstonis original motion to leave C. M. Lemke may be out of the city Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway. $1•50.
J. R n MeInty-re to Glenwood Realty
H. V. Sherrill to C. H. Sherrill the question to arbitration, be re- President Williameon
will esti a Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
property in the county, $1 and other considered. Mr. Potter and Dr. Trout- meeting when the board is complete catalogue. It will convince you that company, 'property in the Glenwood
addition, $800.
consideration*. ,
man opposed a reconsideration and in secordanee.with the opinion of the Draughon's is the best.
K. D. Thtirmng to E. F. Brandon.
WANTED. FOR. U. S. ARMY test End linpeovement compan• Dr. Williamson asked If the other majority of the members who dealer
to Allie C and Mary *Mamie, prop teachers would be elected if the Eng- a speedy meeting and settlement of Able-bodied unmarried men betweee property in the Thurman additioti,
ages cit 21 and 35; citizens of United 21502
erty in the west end, Pine,
to arbitration the tweet/es.
lish Position wee
•
t...

And a little work will make clean
clothes if Hart's 0. K. Washing
Machine is used.

THE 0 K

TO INDIAN TERRITORY.

ders at 311 Broadway or phone 53-R.
Jan,
. -We guarantee to please you
With Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
Oct.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Dec,
--Constable A. C. Shelton this
Jan.
Morning sold a wagon belonging to
T. B. Sanderson to Dave Levy for Stew-he-L& N.
$40. It was sold to sattsfy a debt of
p.
$37.50 owing to James Epperson.
ratio brought the slit In Instiee EmSt. P.
ery's court.
Mo, P.
-City subscribers to the
Daily
'Penna.
Sun who wish- the delivery of their
Cop.
papers stopped must notify our eon*nen
Lead.
C. F. I
j.J. S. P.
In 8.

Trusted
Seventy
Thousand
Times...

4

Broadway

lectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--From reliable, information
it
was stated in yesterday's Sun that
(be written opinion of Wheeler,
Hughes & Berry had been gotten by
the six members who held that the
superintendent could fill the vacancies in the schools, not filled by the
board. It now appears that this firm
did not give a written opinion.
-Ice cream supper at the Baptist
mission chapel, North Twelfth street
this evening. Everybody Invited.
-I-tor. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fraternity building.
-Our customers are our best advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
--111sa Isabel Mohan will resume
her music class Monday, September 3
Address 10e5 Trimble street.
•.d
phone 1128.
-Reboot books an
hool book
Hats are new re
R. D. Clements Co. We c
give you the list of
all grades, a
fill them now.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone--339,

--Mrs. L V. Shaw
teseher of
piano, mandlitt In, guitar, voice culture
Studio 119 North Thirteenth WheatSept
street near Broadway. Conservatory
Dec.
methods
--The Sun office Is prepared to
Sept
furnish the very latest thugs in engraved or printed calling cards an'
Pee.
Invitations of arry sort, and is makSept
ing special prices now.
Dec.
expert
piano
leave
ortuning.
.
- For

DY

!AAR ?MIL

ME PADUCAH EVEN1140 RUN

)11EF.R S.

1.49 In
1 .93
L.44
1.79%
97%
1 .41%
1.12%
1.52%
71%
57%
1i.07
4'7

Local Marken,.
Dressed Chickens--20c to 35c.
Eggs--20c doz.
Butter-20c lb
Irish Potatoes-Per hu. 70c.
Sweet Potato(,--Per hu 80c.
Country H
s-- 15c, lb.
Green San
Sausage--lne lb.
Country Lard -11e lb.
•
Lettuce-5c bunch
Tomatoes--10c gallon.
Peaches-45c basket.
Beans-10c. gallon.
Roasting Ears-10e doses.
Cantaloupes-20 to 40c doz.
Butterbeine--10e. quart,
Celery-40c dozen.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat, 65c hu.
Corn, 64e bu.
Hay-From jobbers to rent!) dealers-Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No, 2 Tim.,
From
$IC; rover, none offered
country wagons at public quality medium to very poor, $9 to $17 per ton
for various Mixture*.

6E0.0.flART & SONS CO.

IN THE COURTS

`4,49F
,
4

5
4

pADucAll

.• `Ti,
One Day Only
plans, gs
id,-a, apec.ficattous,
and peonies of the city engineer,
Thursday
9
Made and provided by him for such
From Vase Illeeenil
Purpose all of which are adopted as
("It-out-ads Rack of •Nints:hitse Shope+
a part of this ordinance ea fully as If
make, and thereupon it anall be the
embraced herein or attacned hereto
duty of the general council to paha
and made a part hereof, and are
upon said bids so received, and to
Digniiied Rut kindly Ruler order
marked "A" for more specific identlthe awarding of the contract fine ion.
for said. work or to taxe such action
01 A list eialltiogary.
Section 2. That saldwork shall be
thereon as the general council may
constructed under the direction of
deem proper.
the board of public works and the
Section 11. This ordinance shall
Some of the Lapointe:soft of Aged Mon
supervision of the city engineer, and
take effect front and after its pasarth stud His Royal Allinast•en
shall be commenced at a time desigsage, approval luta publication.
skald Court Intrtgoce.
nated by contract for the performAdopted August 24, 1906.
ance of said work, and completed on
0. B. STARES President Board of or before December 31,
1906, arter
Aldermen.
the passage, approval and publicaHUNGARIANS IN ANGRY Mot)G.
Adopted September it, 19116.
tion of this ordinance.
GEO. 0. M'BROOM, President Board
Section 3. The cost of such conof Councilmen.
earl'
struction of said streets shall be paid Nothing L.11ce It 13vor Soon on Earth Bofors.
Approved September 8. 1906.
for by the property owners abutting All the World's Most Startling Thrillers. The Newest, Latest, Most Stupendotat
unsPirept. S. Tile emperor of
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Sensate:too-The Furious, Flashing, Furore-Creating Flight,
or fronting there on ou both, sides
4iturtrla is alluding the summer at
Attest
thereof to be apportioned to and asts esteintrY Waive at letehl, in the
HENRY BAILEY,'Clerk.
sassed against its property owners
MiuSehie Alpe, where be has reesanitiy
abutting thereon on both sides therereceived a visit from the ex-Empress
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR
of. according to the number of front
She traveled
Eugenie of Flratiee.
4 YOUNG LADY LOOPING THE (141' IN AV AUTOMOBILE,
THE CONSTRUCTION OF TWENfeet abutting thereon, except the city
half way serves Europe. she Nu id, to
DOWN, AN ACT TIM T COSTS 5100 A SIAMAD, AND IS WORTH IT.
TY-THIRD STREET BY GRADING
of Paducah shall pay the entire cost A Daring, Unbelievable, Flectrifyinp `Noner,-.ault in an Automobile.
sae him ono,- more before elle dies
Beyond this
AND GRAVELING FROM A POINT
of all intersections of streets and
Human Ingenuity and h.rcitle.-t-netta may not go.
end to have au opportunity once
WHERE
SAME
INTERSECTS
71reile
L.Ar
alseareCt
Ire
1111,CV.01.-M 15-1-Art-rt-t sots
public alleys, it any such there be.
more of thanking him for al/ the NTRIMBLE ST. AS EXTENDED TO A
Section 4. The contractor awarded
ouns be had done to her and to her
PONT WHERE SAME INTERSECTS
10 contract for thil,work herein profan111,y. She ts now over ito years
SOUTH SIDE MILDRED STREET
vided for shall be paid only upon Atrial Somersaults by Two Daring, Death-defyisteleedf age sod very feeble, although her
IN THE CITY OF PADUCAH, KENThe
estimates furnished by the city en- Wbeelmen. The Latest Parisian Sensation
tined is as bright as it aver was, and
TUCKY, AND num IN "GLEN
Highest-Puced Bicycle Act in the World.
gineer, and approved by the board of
rho• may be still ranked with the aitAst
WOOD"' ADDITION, FORMERLY
public works in accordance with the
Lint bast women In Europe
ALL, NEW
THURMAN & LINDSEY'S ADDIterms of the contract made by the FEATURES
It was a dramatic scene when the TION TO THE CITY OF PADTiCAH
contractor awarded said contract and Ulla YEAR
amid emperor met his gu. d upon her RECORDED
M'CRACKEN
IN
arrival at the railway ai Rion . and COUNTY COURT CLERK'S OFFICE the city of Paduch for said work,
and In no other way.
kissed her familiarly
upset
both
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GENSection 5. This ordinance shall
cheeks. And when she left he ac- ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
take effect from and after Its pascompanied her to the station and PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
sage, approval and publication.
kiseatlier good, by with tiers rolling
Section
I. That
Twenty-third
Adopted.
dawn his othesike Slot* the death of street flame a point where same InGEO.
0, AUFIROOM. President Board
King Christian of Denmark. and tersects the north property line or
uf Counoillnien.
CkiNfela V:ctor,a, Francis Joseph
and Trimble street as eitende1 to a
Adopted
King Oscar of Sweden are the only point where the same intersects the
the ".7.
Fleet Time er
nt New Milhous
0.
B. STARES, President aoard of
and Allegorise'Spectacle
le
relics of a retniajlealele generation of south property line of Mildred strtet,
Aldermen.
sovereigns
Fraaele Jotted/ is 7C in the city of Paducah. Kentucky. be
Approved September 7, 1966.
years old. In two years more h- will and the Fame is hereby ordered to be
Soldiera,Sailursaii.i NI hclo•
A,,1
D A. YEISER, Mayor.
celebrate hie sixtieth anniversary of conOrtoded of good merchantable
Ior
I Istacters. Scores of It st.ly-.
Attest.
rennin
. noised Horse, LiMikk SOS and teiAela4 vied Gold-litemeisnus.1
his coronation --his diamond jubilee. gravel suitable in all respects for
I atdeau Oars, In the Must ti.A2crb Ina..lay of PageariU7 Been in
HENRY BAILEY, City Clerk.
Nest to Queen Victoria, he. has ruled such construction: all to he done in
More IligleCitlag Futures thaa AU Giber %MU CollIMNI.
longer than any sovereign of mutter strict accordance with the plans,
TO THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF
times, but. LI% resent) of *evened tree- grades, specifications, widths and
106 Circus ,Acte by 300 .Famous Artists-2 Rerds of Per
THE CITY OF PADUCAH.
forming Elephants--ftenird•Itakintt Aerial Corisrese--Ilere Horietant
voiles be has no roc to succeed ht n. profiles of the city engineer, made
and Dainty and Sashed llorasnomet from Feerxwbere--Aerphstic
Gentlemen:
Narvik of TWO
10--SpeeilLI Children's Cirri.-40 Funny Clowne-Bignest thres alto
61111•1
,
There has been a series of nephews and provided by him for such purSmallest People That lave--nrandina,no 63/aq Orchastne-ltesil Roams
Wo
os
The undersigned. the Glenwood Huit
Reeling (dories of .UI Agair-High-dumping nurser-Superb High-fiehool Enuintr
.
upon the throne of Austria; Francis pose, all of which are adopted as •
Realty company, and E D. Thurman of Fivs
Joseph himself wag not a direct heir, part of this ordinance as fully as If
i
gla
4
821-2 BIG '/.006-.5 TRAINS OT SPECIMeCARS-500 Hontea-Only Iles a
of the city of Paducah. Kenturkt. of Giraffes-I
People--12 Act,* of Ciinvas-- lismseet Tents ever tksistriteted--3 Itiego-f
but was the nephew of Emperor Ferd- embraced herein or attached hereto
M**Lego,di Aerial Enclase-e Mde Rosins Track.
being interested pecuniarily In the --al="Therteedi
Street l'ar Ie. Incidents/1y a Splendid end Sensational Free Show will
be
and
inand. who abdicated in 1.94k
made
part
a
hereof, and are
ills
tbi Exhibition Ground.at
m ii a.
and 6 r. a. daily.
passage of an ordinance or ordinan- be rives
successor will be his nephew, FranCis marked "A" for more rpecifIc idenEXHIBITION
TWO
DAILY. AT 2 &Mae P. NI. 000111111 OPEN ONE HOUR
S
gentian.
ces for the improvement of Twenty.
Ferdinand, sad unite,' fate should in- tification.
sasaisiss. vati • see. St Cara Mess Mks le 'Vona galt•letes
second street and Twenty-third street.
Privets Ms.sed Itawrwd Gam lists Stirs. inscerelm is lasialea
terfere the tatter will be ruceeeeled
Section 2. That said work shall be In" Glenwood
All nwerval nesta culnImproct Priv,es. Box and Re...wird (knac)
on sale at UN
Addition to the city ot
by shies nephew, Chattes, the eldest constructed under the direction
lite 1 , o411118
Itina.tal•
at
ant J‘e ni it, cis) tit .he down-town taket ,,ttue.
of Paducah, extending from the RioMuldhores
sod of his eldest brotio-r
tan'as
Drum tarsal,: Stor.. 4t Li o rid
the litlard of public works and the kleville road,
r(arid twiny
or Trimble street as
eapervision of the city engineer, and extended to Mildred
Eteelle.nt Health.
street, as per
The old empt-ror is in eecelleet shall be commenced at a time desig- plain and plat of said addition, rebeaith and spirits, and during thee, nated by contract for the perform- corded in McCracken county court
tong summer day,
'is in the open sr ance of said work, and completed on clerk's office and as the plans, specfront shm rise to sunset. Notwith- or before December 21, 1906, after Mentions and profiles of the (thy en/
standing his age he arises at day tight the passage, approval and publica- glitter, of the city of Paducah have
every morning and as moon us be tion of Ws ordinance
not as yet been prepared for the Im
or •
Section 3 The cost of such con- provement of said streets, and the!.
donors and swallows a cup of coffee
or J.
be Is off into the forest with his struction of said street shall he paid being some question as to the valhi
hunteinen and remains ell day. walk- for by the property owners abut- ty of
ordinance being passed withing tee or twelve miles. climbing ting or fronting thereon on both out said plane. profiles and spectflmountain crates and clambering over sides thereof to be apportioned to cations being filed and
prepared,
rocks like a boy. Re is one of the and assessed against the property now, In order to get a Passage of
beet mountain climbers In Austria. and property owners abuttln
•
ere- this said ordinanre as speedily as
The other day, with a Intoav run tin on on both sides thereof
cording possible, and for the vale
•
his shoulder, he followed a chamois td the number of front f
abutting sideration, the undersigned -.,
up the sides of a peak to the height thereon on both sides t ereof, ac- themselves jointly and severally t
•
of Leon feet lie bag a Weedy nerve cording to the number of front feet the city of Paducah, Kerte! 1.
At Cincinnati, 0.
and is a sure shot, whiek if due to his abutting thereon, except the city of they will pay•to the city of I
temperato life and he. vigorous eon- Paducah shall pay the entire coat of Kentucky, for the said awe-it
all intersections of streets and pub- that will be made for said pro;
.
wtitution.
improvements in the event Mu'
Few men have had so molly trag- lic alleys, if any such there he.
Section 4. The contractor award- assessments or amount due shall
0
edies iii thictr experience: few bare
stiffered so man x great sorrows, HI- ed the contract for the work herein questioned or refused to be paid,
queon, Elizabeth. as you remember, provided for shall be paid only upon in the event the validity of said or('
was assatednitted at Geneva by an an- estimates fnrnIshed by the city en- nem* shall be questioned with or
TO VISIT HER INDUSTRIAL XPOSITION
amidst in 1999. The Archduke Ru- gineer and approved by th• board without a suit, the object of this beof
ing
public
to
works
fully
in
accordant*
indemnify
with
the
city
an,:
dolph. lila fusorite eon and heir to
Worth Miles of Travel To See
his throne, innimitted suicide ln a the terms of the contract made by the contractor against any toss to
the contractor awarded said contract reason of any failure to pay asit.
omit !raga. manner. Maxmlillain,
EXCURSION RATES BY RAIL AND RIVER
his onolier, was abet by the Meet- and the city of Paducah for said amounts due by the abutting properwork, and In no other war.
ty. owners.
cans at Queretero. Ferdinand, his
Section 5. This ordinance shall
In witness whereof we have sue
contain, better known es "John Orth,"
Attractions to Suit All Tastes
take effect from and after Its pas- our hands this 16th day of July,
disappeared front the face of the
sage, approval and publication.
1906.
earth and co one knows what beeeme
44
Adopted.
E, D. THURMAN
of hint. lit, clv surviving brother.
GEO. 0. WI3ROOM, President Board
GLENWOO
D REALTY CO.
Ludvig Victor. isteme involved in a
London's Musical Spectacle
of Conneilmen.
Per H. R. LINDSEY Pres.
very nosey ecandel several years ago
Adopted.
Signed and acknowldeged before
Staged in Music Hall by the Shuberte
and was dragged Lino a pollee court
0. B. STARES. President Board of Inc by E. D. Thurman and the Glen,C.•••••• of !tool...0,..• ff,•••
C•nc
ioe
.
.I. 0
like a nonillion loafer. The emperor
of
Tibsste.'
Aldermen.
wood Realty contpiny by Its prate:Is •not i sa:nt, but is very fastAlousi
A Tremerdousi Hit-Fled American
dent, H. R. Lindsey, this the leth
Approved September 7. 1908.
Production
about iiiiiesrames and he was en exD. A. YEISER, Mayor.
day of July, 1906.
- --eswerwred that he banished budvig
Attest.
A Dozen Splendid Show, on
CHAS. ALLCOTT, Notary Publi
"Fighting the Flames"
for life, stripped him of all his honHENRY HALLEY, City Clerk.
McCracken County.
thington Park Circle'
A
Reslist,c Scene of the
ors, reduced his income and keeps
My commissidn expires February
Confi.lerang of an
Each One a Festival
him a eemi-prisoner on an estate
Act um I Coniegration.
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR 19, 1910,
In Itself.
tomewhere in the country which the
THE CONSTRUCTION OF TWENculprit is forbidden to leave. Lod TY-SF:COSI) STREET BY GRADING
Cincinnati is Now the Liveliest City of t he
American Continent
vg's palace. orse of the *neat end
Join the Thousands and Come. All
AND GRAVELING FROM A POINT
Nailroillis Sell Round Trip
Tickets at Low Rates. Cheap Excursions
most tonottolcuois in Vienna, has been
by Steamer from All
WHERE
SAME
INTERSECTS
Ohio River Towns. A Royal Welcome
closed for y-eire and the curtains are
TRIMBLE STREET AS EXTENDED
For Further Information, Address to ALL.
closely drawn.
TO A POINT WHERE SAME INPUBLICITY COMMITTEE
In addition to these Personal "Dr" TERSECTS SOUTH SIDE MILDRED
Cincinnati Fall Festival
Association
rowsand in spite of his honed and STREET. IN THE CITY OF
CINCINNATI, 0.
PADUloral endeavors, Framcle loreitph has CAH, KENTUCKY. AND BEING
IN
Mien his empire dirnInIA
in Political GLENWOOD ADDITION FORMERpowed and intl donee upon European LY THURMAN & LINDSErS
AD"lairs, and TIM% when his days are DITION TO THE CITY OF
PADUinumbered and he approaches the end CAH, RECORDED IN M'CRACKEN
of hie reign. It is threatened With COUNTY COURT CLERK'S OFFICE
diseolution bentio. ud conflicting nitBE II ORDAINED BY THE GENOur line Is large
We
Qut paying rent Let us build the house; you pay for It as you
(tonal Interests which be enonnot ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
have all kinds 'Von
pay rent Vacant lots in- all parts of the city. Nice Ices on the
,check or Irian)].
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
can find the kind of
propos,
d car extension on Broad to union depot add on Allen
Section 1.
That Twenty-Second
streets frctn $5o to f35o each. Buy now on installment plan
Soap you wan; at
When two street men come to street, from a point where sante Inwhile cheap This is the highest ground in the city. Property
blows, even If they are well-matched, tersects the north property line of
is
athancing rapidly.
It Is not a pleasing sight, tut if the Trimble street as extended street, to
McCracken Real Estate 6 Mortgage Co:
man who gets the worst of it will a point where the same intersects
use DeWitt's Wftch Hazel Salve, he the south property line of Mildred
I .1itocci
tfloilasicrita, Pron. &anal Mgr. Photse 7455.
" will look better and feel better in street in the city of Pacluesh, Kenabort order He sure you get De- tucky, he and the same Is hereby orWitt's. Good for everything a MOT* dered to be constructed of good merI. used for, Including piles. Sold by chantable gravel meltable in all reLIAO Bros.
epee's for each eoutrue110a; all to

FRANCIS JOSEPH I CITY ORDINANCES.
WANING Ili MINER seuutinuel.
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THE B1G CIRCUS OF WORLD-WIDE FAME

E DIP OF DEATH

THE TWO TWIRLS of TERROR

peACE iFt-. , . ded, ,zthel t aRdredea" ofilMn0Ser

r

CIN NATI
ALITES V

August 28 to September 22
Cinginnati Invites YOU

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
TO COLORADO '/,,1,y,,i':,:stit'iniL:33rta:79 all

suincusi'. Special

Very low round trip rates all summer. Special
recidai.)us Seetember 3 to 14 inclusive. Oise way
'•...7.olonist" tickets will be on sak StptsmSo 15 to October 31.

TO CALIFORNIA
TO

s
V
o
row
:
C
i ty
in zi
nor

SPAINIS,

rduni trip Liles

all

ARK,

Illustrated Booklets and Full information Regard'
ing Rates,iitoutes, Etc., on Request.
GEO. H. LM,
P. S. WEEVER,
Gen. Pass Art.,
Tray. Pam, Agt.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

ta Island
System

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right I
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom stir :hed only in spots and with stirch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which oaves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over die rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its v doe to you.
•

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY I
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

W. F. Farina,
President.

R. kuov,
tAishder

P. Pkiallasii,
Aus!rtent t:astiler

Citizen's Savings BanK
Capital
Stock hoidess lkiiullity

$100 000
50 000
100.000

Total securIfy to irpositors.

$250000

nu'.

Accounts of Individuals and firma solicitel. We app e late
well as large depositors sod &cried to all the same
courteous treatment.
Small as

interest Paid on Time DepoMts
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices': on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
Sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar officesdouble offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
•

227 Broadway

"THE BLUE MOON

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND UZI FANS
Se

For=--

•or

--

oreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
131-17o3 N.Froutet la

St.

Phones7/17

WE MUST HAVE

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

i

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

.1

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question I':
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

e.D.HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas

Fining

132 South Ptsurth
•

32/5 Itivratts4Z-ky Avta.
1:11th Phonon 201

SMITH & NA6E1'S
Drug Store

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN.

Subscribe ir THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.

•

SSA MOTYCAII FlIVENINO l!Writ%

!le/teal &STUN.

SATI- R1).‘1", SEPTr‘ilif

It 54.
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Of the un-named :diet
ton .iiticet and southwester!) to
Tenth etreet and inusitadiately south- the terminus of said alley.
•
-westerly, of same, lying
between
A branch sewer shall be laid from
Bronson street and itiare street, to a proper COUReCtion with said best
an intersection with the center hue descrileed sewer In Eleventh street.
PROVIDING of Clark street; thence northeasterly extending along the center line of
AN ORDINANCE,
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF to the southwesterly line of Tenth the alley between Monroe and Jefferof all forttts of
SEWER DISTRICT NUMBER TWO,
son streets northeasterly to.an interAND FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF street
A iX raitch sewer shall be laid from section with the southwesterly line
SEWERS THEREIN, IN THE CITY a proper connection with said here- of the Illinois Centrai railroad and
Ho - m any size—the large'
TADVCAH, KENTUCKY.
inbefore described main sewer in southwesterly to the terminus or
Authors of "The Pride of JenuicoBE IT ORDAINED BY THE GEN- Eleventh street along the center tine said alley.
the better for us. We charge
-— —
ERAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF of the west half at Jackson street to
A branch sewer shall be laid and
5c extra for hanging, and will
COPYRIGHT.
1000.
BY
EGERTON
CAS T.LE
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
the center line of Tenth street.
connected with said main sewer in
w3t sell this paper tor less
Section 1. That there is hereby esA branch sewer shall be laid from Twelfth street from a proper conthan regular price unless we
without
the
tee
cif
a
grata
of
quinine
tablished and created a sewer dis- a proper connection with the main uection at the intersection of the
or other dangerous uintig. Don t lake
hang tbe piper. We make
trict in the city of Paducah, Ken- sewer bereinbefore described
in center line of the southeasterly half
poisonous medicines into your atom tete
th's special price in older to
tucky, to be known as Sewer District Eleventh street, extending northeas- of Broadway
with said
Twelfth
Testimony tram some of the most endCHAPTER I.
tidy morning tt,twii and the blooming Number Teo), which shall embrace terly along the center line of the street; thence along the center lino
give our men steady work
tient men and women proves that the
SO
04-fet•litol
ot
the
apparition
neside
her
FIAT? My sweet Lady Standish
all of the sewers provided for here- easterly half of Tennessee street to of said eoutheasteiqy half of Broadand the bargain only
CURE
BY
ABSORPTION
nun-,
coUtftl
etattntitplate.
Was
than Kite
in tearer!
in.
an intersection with the center line way northeasterly
to mu poen one is aattift,'
to those who want a comp
• OWO Wit'y anti infinitely more
nlistrens
Kitty
Bellaire Kitty iSellaIrs as etnuplete In every
Section 2. That there Is hereby of Tenth street; thence along the hundred and seventy-three (1;3)
effective than by stomach Itrugging.
carnation-smiled
detail
of
beauty
as
a
eremome
jsb,
of which .ve gultante,
person
poised her dainty
on
ordered to be construrted an
laid center line of Tenth street southeas- feet from the southwesterly line of
upon hereelf sweetly.
Asa your oldest relative about
one foot and east a working, somewhat
will
be cheaper than any
main
and
branch
sewers
in
the
city
terly
to
the
center
line
of
Jones
Ninth street.
"My dear," said she, "lehave bed
contemptuous, yet good humored glance tbtrty-seven deetared • adorers thew of Paduvah, as follows:
paper eves' sold Extra chargc
street and northwesterly front the
All to be done in strict accordance
at ibis slim length of sobbing woman- three years, and never one tired of we
A main sewer in Kentucky avenue northwesterly line of Ohio street.
anti
fir plastt titig, sdeeng
with the plans and specifications,
hood prune on the gilt legged,'satin yet. Poor Bellaire" she said, with a along the center line from a proper
Rreortimentle'l and for sale by
A branch sewer shall be laid front general and special, of the city engitaring off paper.
cutailenet1 sofa.
light sigh, "he bad two wives before connection with the present sewer a proper connection with the main neeN. and consulting engineer made
t"Tears," said Mistress Kitty, twirling me, and he was sixty-nine when he
existipg at the corner of Ninth-etre°. sewer on Eleventh street and
ex- and provided by thetn for thac purround on her heel to look at the set of died, but he told nit' with his last
Send fur brre Trent". containing valuable
and Kentucky avenue; thence run- tending southwesterly rating the cen- pose, and which are filed herewith
the
game
him
all
breith
that
1Wits
1
her new sack in the mirror anti adning southwesterly along the center ter line of Tennessee street to
a a part hereof marked "A" and "Bd information ro Holman Pad Cr.,. ex Rik T w•Y
mire its delicate dowered folds as they joy.he ever knew."
New York,
Lady Standish erased weeping as line of said Kentucky avenue to a point one hundred (100) feet Booth - respectivelt.
catIght the shafts of, spring sunshine
Nut '513. 421 &sadism
suddenly-as
if her tears had been me- regulating chamber, hereinafter de- westerly Of the southwesterly line ot
Section 3. That all of the sewers
that pierced into the long, dim room
chauleally turned off. She regarded scribed, situated in the center line of Thirteenth street.
herein'described or constructed heretrona lbe narrow street, "team, my the widow earnestly.
said Kentucky avenue at a point settA branch sewer shall be «instruct- under, shown on the plans and specdesi, tiniest; you cry becomingly. which
"Now, child," said Mistress Belittles,
I would' have you know not one In the with all Hot authority of her tweuty- elty-five (75) feet southwesterly edfroni a connection with said last ification heretofore referred to, hay
tbougaini Call, are a luxury every self Six years, "here we have twee _tour along said center line from the north- named sewer from a hroper connec- Mg an internal diameter geweter than
shall be
respecting women ought to deny her- weeks acquninted and you hnve tnore westerly boundary lines of the land tion in Twelfth street; thence south- twentt-four 12•11 inches
Is most cases are direct results of
self. Now I," said Mistress Kitty, and than once done the the honor of guy- of the Illinois Central Railroad COM- easterly along the center line of constructed of briek masonry and an
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM
tweaked at a powdered curl aml turned ing that you considered me your patty; thence said main sewer, prop- Twelfth street to the center line of sewers herein described or construct
MATION OF Tile: BLADDER.
her bead like a bird for a last glimpse frieuti."
erly connected with said regulating Norton street.
ed hereunder, shown on the plans
The strsin on the Kidneys and is
at the mirror before sinking into an
"'Tis so," said Lady Standish.
chamber, shall extend southeasterly
A branch sewer shall he laid from and specilleatione heretofore refererittelteirstuad drawing elowe to her
flamed membranes lining the neoi
"Then listen to me. There are three
parallel
with the said last named sewer vommencing red to, having sin internal dlanietet
afflicted` friend. "have uot shed a test great rules to be observed in our 'Jest. along the line
of the Bladder producing
WIN
southwesterly
boundary
Has
of
with
or
lee..
Ninth
proper
Jones
of
(241
inches
connection
in
twenty-four
*Wee I Into my tirst lover, and that I- tags %site men. 'rile first rule COMpains.
I will not sity tow many years ago. 1 price, an extraordinary number of street over and along private lands street and extending southwesterly shell be constructed of vitrified tile
yrns a mightily precocious child! When tithed details, but 'wifely and compre- owner by the.O. L. Gregoey Vinegar along the center line of Jones street pipes. as described In said spetineaI pay a tear, meet you.
a tigure of
company, the Illinois • Central Rail- to a point sixty (GO) feet northeast- done.
tweeter Far he it from tue to deity the
road company, and Biederman ane erly of the northeasterly line of the
Section I. That there shall be
(berm of n pearly drip -just one:
Gardner, to a point In the renter line alley westerly of Twelfth street.
constructed manholes in said system
'Image to gather on the tip of the linof Adams street between Eleventh
A branch stwer shall be laid and of sewers hereinbefore described, at
ger, enetigh jest to suttee. the pathetic
and Twelfth: thence northeasterly connected with the main sewer on suitable deitaticee along cacti 'sewer
eye. (Ili, that is not only permissible,
along the center line of Adams street Eleventh street connecting at
'tin to be cultivated. But stet wresting
the at such points and of *urn dses Si
Two doves gise relief, sad one box
as yours- sobsthat shake yon, tears
to the center line of Eleventh street: center line of the southeasterly bail provided for upon and in the plans
will cure any ordinary case of Kidthat drettell elei hntelkerchief, redden
thence along the center line of Elev- of Jackson street and running thenca and spectheisions attached hereto,
SPEND YOURNAGATIDN
say or Madder trouble. Removes
the eyes, not fo epsok of the noose-tie,
enth street to the intersection of the southwesterly along the renter line and heretofore referred to, and gain
_ON THE GREAT LAKES
fiel It is clean against ale reason.
°easel, cures Diabetes, _Seminal
northwesterly line of Norton atreet of the southeasterly half of Jackson manholes shall be constructed
C Mesmer%
or
T,•,. 1,,,g it.. Ili
Crime." with a sudden getitie elitillee of
Emissions, 1%'eak and Lame Rack,
means the .rty meal of all Ow 54
with said center line of Eleventh street to a point one hundred anti concrete masonry:
tone. petting tor bond OQ the abased
writ. h marine ilft bd.-time
',mow,
Rheumatism and all .irregoiarities
speed, morels soul aven
eta powi.le
Street.
Section 5. That there snail be conbead. Where fate Arts luxuriated in all
seventy (170) feet southwesterly of
fort are prim..rumi.derat
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
ketam.1.1 t,,,it i.ent.
their entire nue:thine "what Is It all
Thrmigh
Tit
the
in
consouthwesterly
structed
suitable
catch
basins
•
line
of
Thirteenth
A branch mein sewer shall be conmen and women. Sold at 50 cents
.ad todigg3gt checked to declination
abater
nection with and as a part of east
nected with said regulating cham- street.
TASLE
c
'rime
0&
de box 011 the No Care No Pay basis
Lady Standish slowly tied languidly
ber in the center line of Kentucky
mem clicOC
•Teia
A branch sewer shall be construct- systems of sewers'at such points ant' by McPherson!' drug store, Fourth
drew berself into a sitting portiere and
ssitniese on,,der•ik •Uwe.,"9100avenue hereinbefore described, and ed from a ptoper connection with tee of such sixes and dimensions as prouodaye.4.00
• SC
It
Temdays
at
•
raised a ceuntettnnee marred out of its
and Broadway, sole agents for PaLclientet S.07107111SE aSe•Rih5a3.04 P.M
shall extAnd thence southwesterly hoe hanied sewer in Jackson street vnied for in and shown on said be&Orate beauty ey the violent pnesiott
•Wricarodaysk ftrdags 9,35 A M
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
anti
along the renter line of Kentucky extending along the cen:er line or fore mentioned epecificattons
of her grief. Swimming Nee eyes lobe
your Trip. per wm.le actoalsentililt
'of price to Lark Medicine CO., LouJune ISM
axed twee the Mistress leittyli plump,
avenue and Kentucky avenue if ex- Twelfth street southwesterly from plans, and shall be constructed of
.
Novel coutratkato.1 Emits& kiaa4
isville,
Ky,
ream&• , Ilitaabbra Calm.
*rumors
iihrpeng fade
tended southwesterly across tiTelinds Jackson street to a point fifty (601 concrete masonry.
;,„
. "Alas." alie breathed nivel the gust
and right of way of the Illinois Cen- feet northwes4rIt from the northSection re That there shall be conliammosa. Yin* blianaspeeirand
of a sigh that was as wet as an April
prat. .1..11.
et
tral
railroad
chambers
company
and
Tennessee
street.
the
lands
westerly
structed
two
regulating
,line
of
Toe
breeze, ant tripped up by a belated
of-soave**
of Noble and Yelsei and in said KenTeta
A branch sewer shall he coed-duct- the menet indicated ind provided to
sob. "Abe, ymi see In me the most
&OM P ICI
14••• berrt740...y
S.Ii A.• 1.4
tacky avenue to the center line of ed from a proper eonnectdon with the In said before mentioned plans anti
Strive Captt.,...rta .is1
miserable of women. Alas, my lie let
APIE
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idoci
is broken:"
Tweleth adreetd theade ahoy; teedett- m 314,3Paer_in Tueituakarnas.....aaa.'
ettaCitleations, and of such sizes and_
kI • M.
Amm 0•1•••• ad" .
"Looti ut yourself." wild she, "quid took
1.43ma end flatetaal Set
Ire Vela
Here the kerchief, prettied indeed be
tei line of Terelfdt Street to an in- Kentucky avenue to thole-enter line dimensions as therein provided for,
al we.'
Je.I mai Amara
701111 all p debia utility, was frantic-et
C a
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tersection
with
the
center
Fifteenth
concrete
line
of
street.
and
constructed
of
thus:
shall
be
hensively It runs
Never be
of
bank %gar 14..rmem b•smc••••••••.•-•••
Is held to mtrentuing eyes olive mere.
to-glay ird
monotonons. Second mile: Never let a Clay street: thence
branch sewer shall be construct- masonry.
northeasterly
A
„ "Mercy!" c•rell the pretty widow.
S•ad •t•ci cent dose5.. NnOvalled
man be too sure of you. Oh, that is a along the center line of Clay street ed from a proper connection with the
Sectios 7. 'That there shall Tie
ParnoMat,
"You could tiot take on worse if you
Rep%anti T.T,5
wonderful, wise maxim; Reflect upon to the center line of that portion of main sewer In Theifth street anti constructed one outlet bulk head of
a. a. 1111,4‘17..
bad the anuttetax; you, a three months'
ONSUIPTIOel
Price
IL Third:- Net, em. never let a main see
DETROIT&(.1„EVV-LANDNAV.CO.
Twelfth street lying northwesterly of Broadway, extending soutnweeierly concrete masonry, end shall be lowirer'
r.WGilf
sad
50c
i$t,00
how-well, how fur trent lovely you
-Ah, tie!" moaned Lady Standish.
LDS
Free Toil,
Clay street, and along sa;d center along the critter line of the south- cated at and of the else anti dimenYou tore a
can look. Toth, thole
• -So." WOO Mistress Kitty. 'iw has
better looking women than I ant but line of that portion of Twelfth street westerly half of Broadway to a potnt sions provideS for in the plans and
Sure..
esd
Quickest
Curs
for all
IND
PADUCAH
EVANSVILLE,
been a brute again, has he? Conte.
TiThaAT suld LUNG TRO17B
not when you have been blubberiug lying northwesterly of Clay street to one hupdred and fifty (150) feet specifications theretnbefore referred
CALM) LINE.
Julia, weep on my 1•OvOnS. What is it
Llts, or MONEY BACK.
the intersection of the center line northeasterly from the northeasterly to.
and not when you are fretful."
now? Dill be kiss you on the forehead
Imirmomonimmr..mmearaimomaramar
Lady fitandishenitidenly Sat down as with the alley northwest of OW line of Sixteenth street.
conSection
F.
That
there
shall
be
(Ineo-porated )
instead of on the lips, or did he says
If her limbo deed support her no more street: thence northeasterly
Branch sewers shall be construct- structed and located in connection
along
Evansville find l'aduesh Patinae.
iZoinels. madam,' when you tweet a
She looked up at the ceiling wee tear the
center line of the alley north- ed from proper canner:ton with the with said sewers, on each side theredish of ten Over his wet:meat, or yet
elimmted eyes.
did be, mild be, the intender-nay, It
"Pray'," mid Mistress Kitty inquiet west of Clay street to a point one main sewer In Twelfth street on of, house connection junctions a'
is not preteible, yet men are so--could
totially ex enthedra. -how many times, hundred and sixty (160) feet goutle Jefferson street, Monroe street, Mad- such points and of Mich a:Zett and dibe have wOlepered that Lady Caroa day do you tell that unfortunate snarl westerly from the southeeeterly line ison street and Clay street, extend- mensions as provided for in and en
line looked passable last night ?“
that you love him? And, worse still. of Ninth street.
ing sonthwesterly along the center said before mentioned plans anti spe(Daily Ex"-pt Sunday.)
Lady Atonal:di more to her feet, crumbow many times a day do you want
Steamors Joe Fowler and John W
There shall be constructed outlets line of said intense and terminating cifications, all of which !shall be conpled her kereillef in one small hand
him to any that he loves yen' I vow
Hopkins, leave Panucali for 15--anisfrom the regulating chamber in the in the tenter line of Thirteenth structed of vitrified tile pipe.
and faced her friend with tragic pasenough to drive him to cards or
n
vine and way lent:see at, Ii a in.
sion,
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who- or something infinitely worse
Special, excursion rice now in efbat, •.
t ,.
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-It is useless to blind myself." she
A branch sewer shall be laid from placed sewer connections junctions
that also begins with a iv: And, pray, the lands of the Illinois Central Railfect from Padtedh to Evansville and
said. "Cotaite to gibe at me, pray,
at
in
the
center
line
of
the
sewers
main
if eau spend ell you have and empty road company hereinbefore mention- proper connection with tne
return, $1.00. Elegant IMMIMC on the
Mistress Bellaire. I must fare tit*
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'
,droning
your pewee, do you thine your purse ed, extending sotitheasterly from sail sewer In Twelfth street at the inter- the crossing or abutting or earn
HOOD.,
boot. Table unsurpassed.
truth! Sly 1111414nd loves me no loubecomes a very valuable possession? retrulatine chamber Along the line section of the alley between Clay. street or alley, and shall be conJ.
STRAITS Ilia Mal ERT ('0,
gcr! Oh. Kitty, Kitty." dropping from
INETITTI ISANTITEISISIE & CO.
"TM it mere bit of feather. Nay, nay, parallel with the southwesterly
SOINTEkittl OROS MTG. co.
line street and Harrison street and ex- structed at the points indicated on
STferife.re Die% FOWLER
her height of tragedy very quickly and'
J. B. SUR 1.1.:r4 41)11/./TRY co.
keep your gold and sale it out piece
of Ninth street and distant eighty tending northeasterly along the cen- and of the sixes and dimensions proleaves Pediteith for Cairo and way
tainting on a whimper again, "Is it not
ST. LOUIS.
by piece, nod do not give it at all unless
sad? I hare trted, heaven is my witlab/lines at S a m. sharp, daily ex(80) feet from the northerly boun- ter line of said alley to a poen one vided for in said plans and sPecillesyou get good change for It. Oh." cried
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cept
to.
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heretofore
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hundred
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feet
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of
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Kitty, a fine flush of indieuntIon rising
love, by the most pitiful pleading. He
now in effort front Paducah to (Stith
searisti,behind her rouge. sl marvei Illittols Central Railroad. company southwesterly from the :methods:41 hereinbefore mentioned house conbas 'Wen me weep and pine. 'Rob me
MOOD WOMEN. and return, with or without meal(
nection junctions shall
be raised
that women should be such fools -to over the lands of the 0. L. Gregory ly line of Ninth 'street.
U.nut la ter ornestnrar and room. Good music and table unt RI
of your love,' I have told hint, 'and
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re 1 is,
act the handmaid where they should Vinegar company and the Illinois
from the sewer to the property to a
,.•••••,... t
Oril•tiorte c.f. ult•rats0S7 surpassed.
you rob we of life.' Aid be. heseh,
A branch sewer shall he laid from
ever rule as onstrees, to east forth tin- Central Railroad company
Of tfitictrtuo monabootee
height of not less thate_5 of one
and Biedhow Rind! I tell you? As the days go
proper connection with tire main
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melf to Sleep at hoine, I pow huh to
'peehapte and 'It May be: a smile. 3 line of Thirteenth street, value saki tween Harrison street and Madison public works, after Cue adveroseday but fur two minutes. 'Twas half
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A branch
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(Continued on Page Six.)
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CITY ORDINANCES

HOLMON'S LIVER PAD

6he Bath Comedy
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE

FOURIGsEilifi'
ATIONS

MALARIA
% DYSPEPSIA
BILIOUSNESS
e Disorders of the
• LIVER& STOMACH

OF

WALL PAPER
25c Per Room
BORDER AND CEILIN6 TO MATCH

Lirl

HOLMAN'S LIVER PAD

te.

IcPberson's Drug Store

SANDERS ON
Wall Paper and Were Frame Stors

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

I

Ii

•

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
W111 CURE 11

Si

KILL

CURE

COUCH

LUNGS

vim Dr.Kings
New Discovery

.foR

Ps•

WANTED!

HARNESS MAKERS, COLLAR
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
MACHINE OPERATORS
AND CUTTERS
OPEN SHOPS

ms

A NTAL- M IDY

8

or,

Km Puma

NEW STATE 110TEI
METROPOLIS,ILL,
_

' STEAMER CLYDE

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

MAI L. WED. & CO DRAUGHON'S

aluane44,

INSURANCE

WM THAN SPOONS.

DICKE&BLACK

4
-

i

Henry Altmann, Jr.
lowered to Third ad lootocky,
Library Wolk a

peer.

la.
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Receiving, Unpacking and Now Displaying a Great Stock of of the Newest Fall
Merchandise, Marked at Prices That Means Unparalleled Bargains
We are bending every energy and making the greatest efforts to make this by far the greatest autumn in the history of this store. Each
day now brings an inpouring of fresh fall merchandise. We have purchased carefully and the selections made are
up to the minute.
New F.11 Dress Goods

The Millinery Department

Hit hour on her recent trip to New
York City.

Monday we will begin a notodole
September sale of new Fall Dress

This department will soon loom
forth with more exgaisite autumn
styles than it has ever been our good
fortune to show before As usual our
styles will be better and our prices
will be lower than any in the city.
Radless variety, charming styles and
ctractive prices characterize the
great assortments secured by Mrs.

What You May Expect of the
Suit, Cloak, Skirt and Fur
Department.

Goods. There are thon.-Ands of yards
in this great stock. So specially
good
are the v.eities and assortment, that
you will be interested if you have a
dress goods avant 1-.-r the fall.

Immense preparations have been
made f it this department It will be
an interesting di.play of the most
artistic creations of high ems mannfactuters. Dozens of modish styles

from the severely Olin to the elaborate embroidered effects, made of
mixtures, plaids, checks, fine kerseys, handsome b oadcloths and elegant silks, priced as only this store
p ic-s elegant garments, suits, skirts,
etc., for wom-n,
Showing Ibis weep a great StOa
Of new skirts at prices horn 13 ao up
Choice of 26 Pongee Silk garments
worth $i oo to /8 oo, this week for

$2.3o each. Are usable for kimonas
and worth double this week's price
If brought for kimonas alone.
Already Coat Suits, Silk Coats.
Covert Coats, Rain Coats and Coats
of novelty mixtures are bzginning to
arrive.
Not all the news of this store can
be told at once. We have told about
all we can get into the paper today.

Harbour's Department Store 41
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THEATR ICAL QOTES
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Not often dome a playwright hive
the privilege of fewling such a
tr4
utuph as Henry Arthur Jones must
have experienced Thursday night at
the god of the third act. when the audiem,* rime with a tinanimons about
of praise and de.4 ired success for
his
•
It IS more. than suerAsa for the
111- 11)N it was a corohorat.on of Mr
loom belief that .71tnerkvai better
apprankits and are more ready to receda. itiatiOas drama than are thelr
Britt& brothers. It was proof that
tan bed made no mistake !n offering
Ibis, his latest Oar to New
York before be gave' it to London
And it
ass evidence strong and iircOttt rovert
able that playgoer. is this country,
at itailt, are hungry for genuine
drain*. The theme of The
Hypocriters• Is if,. woman Mimed against
sad tanning is a familiar figure Iii
goOlodranta.
—
1111.asger Askin.'of "The Umpire,"
reward., the 1,[y "broilers" who
•
the game of football In that erntertal n mem 1. by bestowing a prise of
$4 each on the Mg fibers of the atde
which stores the mIore points
during
tlito week
This . nr7t done as an inapiration for more prahusisuon in the
eontest. sinew in 'bat element it exrola the "real thing." but
simply rn
the way of appreciatiou for a
really
remarkable •nd cl.fficult
picee of
work. In this coiner-Hoe it is laterestioa to neat that In the hat fornight of ita nut-of-town lour 'The
i'mplre" broke eight records for
hinh
receipts, meet of them having
been
le the poseesaion of Miss Viola Allen.
whose phrionennal bar
r
Mr
Aside's marl/moment in "The Christian" and "In the Palace of
tha
King," may be recalled.
"Two Orpheus."
at The Kent ricky a
revival of the old-tow favorite "The
Two* Orphans" Is promoted. Yearn
ago "The Two Orphans" was one of
the bete known play, on the Ameriean atage
The Two Orphans" I.
teriginalfv a French novel dramatized
mid adapted for the ataget.
Mias
Kite rixton male lb. iilav famous
• by her e!eve r ImirerwmatiOn of
t
blind girl. Loufse. Kilmer Walters
has secured from Kate Claxton all
the rights to reprorilice flys drama.
It Is witholit doutt one of the hest
draanse ever proanced and of if..
moral tone none ran take exceptior
The engagement cinema with t on igh
performanee

This afternoon

Pall Carnival.
Go Motukty the We fall labor c-7
in Mal take's place at Walrus' psi
The ,'ensral Lshor tniion haw it
ed aticia $1.570. 7n the ere.
and ra- kletlf, or equipment f- ,
various show. hay.• arrived rei7
Oon'irarts with the etnowa, the m.,.
aperient claims, are surh that
ibulic of rho miner stays In Pa.;
and the,.. say they have the fineat 47.
girt' outfit over exhibited in Pad•
rah. Their principal attractions
Us. Mount
d'saster. an eiabor
gie firework; diriplay, employing the
istort met-hank-al and explosive inventions to carry one the Illusion.
Virtue triumphed, sod vice, 'although having the tiptwr hand for a
while. was punished In the saline oil
Mir in The Mover Workman. Jay
Hont's latest melodrama, which was;
given Its first presentation on one of
the
rights of tho PIUMMor
In spits of the ternblY deproeistnit
weather the aidI V.1-14a, (4/110
thOes In the tipper and warmer .7
'glean of the theater watched the Oa.
with hatreet and annlauded the many
strong speeches with groat enth
e!awro
The play deals wits th•

tinn of capital and tabor In an
trowel:: conventional as;.

ex -

RI

Lower Hoard Ps...-. orthosore—itid..
Will iii' eniened at t'ity
Hali-alonday.

nant% Indianapolis; Chicago Sewer
Pips eornpanv: Frank Schefold, New
Albany, Ind.; Raekliffe & Oilcan,
Joseph, Mn
O. L. Watson
John McAlonorn Akrop, 0.:
J. R Wright. WheelIn.g. W. Va.
The hnel passage wee given the orCbarito Grapewin Is a popular star Mount* prorating for the two
.dia.
booked to appear at The Kesturkr- Wets this morning at a spe'lal meetbig of the council, lad the board of
neretnher 10.
Public works will meet Monday to
Popular T.m Murphy comes to The let the contract. The estimated! cost
Of the entire work is
Kentuckv Oraols r 17

Henrietta (- martian's season in
"All-of-a-Stidden Pagav" opened at
Nearaburgh. N. Y., on Sept. I. Tbe
otantng had brio set for Glens Fails
on ihe diy feat-swing.

NIN*111141 WrsTERR
\Wire of First Meeting of ervtliteent.
In the Distriet Court of the Patted
, Starts Out With liras tttereelance
litotes for the Western District of!
Slava.).
Kentnekv. In hankrallitelr•
In tbe matter of Richard F. Brown,
The fink week of the Kentucky
bankrupt.
Western Col:rote at hone Oak closes
To the el...4171;ra of R chard
F. tha
week with the beat start the
lanaarn, of Parbirah. In the (entity of
school ever had.
Forty-three ran
Meeracken and district aforesaid. a
dents were enrolled and that number
bankrupt: Nothe is bereh;
given
expectori to reach nearly as mate
that On the 7th &ay of Senf^rnber. A
fl more by Christ Ma S. Prof
J. • S
B. tan& the sa'd RIchwral F Rrown
Ragsdale, who resigned from the
was duly adjudIcatrd bankrupt, sad
!city schools, is principal, and MI.P4
that the rim meeting of his creditors
Naylor is asal.-7tant
well he held at my office hi 'Paducah.
McCracken manta-. Kerttneky. on the
Reeky to Cowteactone.
10)h day of September. A. D.. 1006.
;lids w11: he received at the office
at 9 o'clock !a the forenoon, at which
of the city engineer ,in the city of
time the said creditors may attend
'
, Paducah. Kentucky,
up to 2 o'clock,
prove their claims. appoint a fellatio,
Seinember 1 0. 1,06, for the construe
examine the bankrupt and transact
Non of about seven (7) Valles of
Smith other bluely:cap as. may roan
combined sanitary and storm satepronerly before said meeting
sewers, in the city of Paducah, KenEMMET W BAORY.
tucky
Referee In Bankruptey.
Plans and sperifications al!t be
Paducah. Ky.. Sept. 7 1904
on file in the engineer's office, In the

But a display of some of the prettiest suits that American and
foreign factories have produced.
All our goods are not in, not by a big majority, but some of the
prettiest, nattiest and swagger suits will be shown at our store Monday morning.
In the history of our suit career never have we been so successful
in getting pretty suitssuits as now, and Monday morning marks the initial
day of fall and extremely swell styles for the coming fall season.
- --

317 BROADWAY

&fiji.
, PADUCAH, KY.

city of Paducah, Kentucky. after August 15, 1906. A certified cheek of
31,000 must accompany each and
every bid.
, The city reserves the right to relent any ond ail tads.
D. A. YRISER, Mayor.
Padu-ah, Ky.. August 4, 191)6.

SHUR-ON EYE GLA4S3ES
Improve your looks as well as your
Come in and see them.

Miss Grace Williams has returned
to Krebs Rtation iffer a short visit
in the city.
A man who has no more judgment
than to to to chow his son how to do
a problem in geometry will try to
stop a leaa in the plumbing
•

609 Broadway. Open Saturday Nights

START TO SCHOOL
"WEAR -

RESISTER" shoes and
you will wear them all

-

the

best

sir .it.

EYES EXAMISED FREE.

Steinfeld Optical Parlors

In a pair of our

• TRY A WISS SHEAR

HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

NOT AN OPENING MONDAY===NO

I.IROI--

nruprms.

Adelaide Thurston in convaleecing
from the effects of an operation for
appendicitis at Isle Royer, Lake Superior. She is improving so rapidly
City Eng7twer I.
Washington
that her manager expects to noon ' exports numerous
coat raCtors here on
her I' FitISM in "The Oita from Out
Monday to bid on the sewer work and
Yonder" oat Sept. 25.
the following hive been in corral
--poodenre. receiving all
necessary
Receat bookengs at The Kentneka 'data from the engineer:
are: "Phantotr. Detective." Septetn•
A. 0. Lund, Riaek•well. Oklahoma:
her 21; -hist Struck Town." SaPtton- Guild
& company, Chattanooga
tier 25: Mrs. Leslie Carter's great Tenn.;
Chattanooga Aewer Pipe and
pieces, "Zara," December 14.
Fire Beck company: Warner & cote-

Pr
ft

North Third Street

anininglingliM1110111111011011111nnlillinneller

SEWER CONTRACT
41 11.1. /11.: St WORT
.4I'MRFR OF

We are unpacking lots of wash
goods, selling lots of snow white cotton batting for quilts; selling boys'
knee pants made of mill end pieces
at half the price they'd be if made c ff
the bolt. Clearing out lots of geods
suitable for wear for (he neat sixty
days at less than half price.
We are malting this the store
where careful buyers and discriminating peop'e will want to trade.

year.

We

school

keep the

shoes

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter Eupply of

IDA

guarantee to fit and please

Special Notice

L

If I h,ey 're Rnek's they're riffht, if they 're
riiIht they're Rock's.

To Usrs of Wiiiss Shears
For many year. this store has been selling Wine Shears. Every time
▪ pair was sold the customer was told "Noe If these shears are not perfectly satisfactory, bring them hack"

Sole agents for the old

washed

Their representative, Mr. W. L. Risley. who knows uothing but
shears and scisa0111, has kindly consented to remain over with us one
day (Monday, and give oar customers an opportunity to sec the great
variety of shears and scaisors made by his firm and will take great pleasure In giving his personal attention trial) We hope that the larlies
especially will avail themselves of !hie opportunity.
We promise you satisfaction with Wiss Shears and, Scissor. Ana we
don't looset our promise.
Yi.uni ter; truly,

"The House t,f Quality.'
.
'
Big Hatchet.

Ill

THE
Old Phone 1486-a, New Phone 586.

Cohankus Manufacturing Co.
/ Guy Nance.

Lee Nance. Jr.
M. Nance, Einhalmer
White Aaabulatic• ten Sick and latJuinad,On17.

GUY NANCE & SON
Uodertatiers and Embalmers
Ne..taa• Phone .334.

L.,. VV. Henrieberger Co.

Cartersville,

Telephone 339

J. V7iss & Sans, who hay' been it- king their famous shear; for sixty
years, stand hack of Our guarst 7...e. Next Monday their representative
I. going to call on lIP to take cur 7,,,ier for another big shipment of shears
anti scissors, and at that time will "make good" any shears or scissors
that have not been satiatactory in every way.
Now if you have a pair of "vit.e. Shears or Scissors that you have
nsed and they are DIA
g perfect aatiafaction, we evult your to titian
them to as Mernelay, September in, and we will, without any red tape,
give you another pair that will please you.

reliable

nut and egg coal.

Old Phone 699

Open Day and Night.

Will resume operations

Monday, Sept. 10th
And desires all hands to he
present.

Slars of the

SUBSCRIBEFOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

